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Abstract
In this work, alternative methods to regularize chiral perturbation theory are dis-
cussed. First, Long Distance Regularization will be considered in the presence of the
decuplet of the lightest spin 3
2
baryons for several different observables. This serves
motivation and introduction to the use of the lattice regulator for chiral perturbation
theory. The mesonic, baryonic and anomalous sectors of chiral perturbation theory
will be formulated on a lattice of space time points. The consistency of the lattice
as a regulator will be discussed in the context of the meson and baryon masses. Or-
der a effects will also be discussed for the baryon masses, sigma terms and magnetic
moments. The work will close with an attempt to derive an effective Wess-Zumino-
Witten Lagrangian for Wilson fermions at non-zero a. Following this discussion, there
will be a proposal for a phenomenologically useful WZW Lagrangian at non-zero a.
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1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics and Chiral Per-
turbation Theory
Two of the central questions which began the field of elementary particle physics were
“What is matter made of” and “How does matter interact with itself?”. It was these
two questions that gave the field it’s initial impetus and drove it to become what it is
today. It is the current understanding that nature, at the subatomic level, is “made”
of two broad families of particles which interact through four fundamental forces.
The two broad families are termed the quarks and leptons. The four fundamental
forces of particle physics are listed as gravity, the electromagnetic force, the weak
nuclear force and the strong nuclear force. Any issues concerning three of the four
fundamental forces, the exception being gravity, and these two families of matter are
extensively treated under the auspices of what has become known as the Standard
Model of elementary particle physics.
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Table 1.1: Quarks (spin 1
2
)
Name Flavor Electric Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
First generation























Table 1.2: Leptons (spin 1
2
)
Name Flavor Electric Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
First generation

















In the Standard Model, the forces are transmitted by bosonic particles such as the
photon and gluon. The quarks and leptons are spin one half particles where quarks
are electrically charged particles that feel the strong nuclear force. Together these
mediating particles (vector bosons) and the quarks and leptons form the basic building
blocks of matter. Information on these particles can be found in Tables 1.1, 1.2
and 1.3.
This work addresses the strong nuclear force, also known as the color force, which
2
Table 1.3: Mediators (spin 1)
Name Field Electric Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
Strong nuclear{gluon Aµ 0 0










is known to have three types of charge, as opposed to, for example, the one type of
charge in electromagnetism. These three charges are labeled by the colors red, blue
and green. There are also three “anti” charges, that is to say anti-red, anti-blue and
anti-green, which are held by the antiparticles of the quark. For an object to be color
neutral, or white, there are then various possibilities. In the first, for each unit of red
there must be a corresponding unit of blue and green. So there are colorless states
having three, six, nine and so on quarks. In the second possibility, for each unit of
color charge, say red, there must be one unit of anti-charge, say anti-red, making
colorless states of one quark and one anti-quark or two quarks and two anti-quarks
and so on and so forth possible. There could also be more esoteric combinations of
quarks and anti-quarks which are also colorless, as well as states of quarks and gluons
or even only gluons.
It is an important feature of the strong nuclear force that quarks and gluons are
found only in states which are colorless. That is to say that no “free” quark or
gluon has ever been observed. This property is called confinement and is one of the
most interesting aspects of the strong nuclear or color force. Confinement is due to
the fact that the color force is “stronger” when probed at low energies and becomes
“weaker” at high energies. The corollary to this, called asymptotic freedom, is that
3
when viewed at high energy quarks and gluons behave almost as free particles.
However, for those interested in the low energy physics of the strong interaction,
it is necessary to deal with composite particles, bound states of quarks and gluons.
Collectively, these are known as hadrons. At the present time there are two great
families of hadrons: the baryons (bound states of three quarks) and the mesons
(bound states of a quark and an anti-quark). The most important members of the
baryon family are the proton and the neutron, also called the nucleons. Historically,
the most important meson was the pion. The pions, of which there are three (pi0 and
the pi±), are important not only because they were the first and least massive mesons
to be discovered, but also because they were initially thought to be the carrier of the
strong nuclear force. That is to say, the mediating particle of the interaction that
bound protons and neutrons in the nucleus of the atom. In fact to this day it is a
very good approximation to say that the proton and neutron are bound by a force
that is mediated by the pions. Pion exchange also dominates N − N scattering for
energies up to several GeV.
The pion is, as one would expect of a mediating particle, a boson. It is however
a pseudo-scalar particle, meaning it has zero spin and odd parity 1. Also historically
important are the kaons, K±, K0,K¯0. These mesons were among the first particles
discovered that contained a strange quark as well as being next after the pions in the
mass hierarchy of the meson. In this same class is the η meson, which is the neutral
pseudo-scalar meson next in mass after the kaons.
For the baryons, of historical importance are the Σ the Ξ and Λ baryons, which
1Parity is the property of a wave-function or field that determines its behaviour when all its
spatial co-ordinates are reversed in direction, (x, y, z)→ (−x,−y.− z). A scalar field acted upon by
the parity operator P is said to have even parity if Pφ = φ and odd parity if Pφ = −φ.
4
Table 1.4: Octet baryons (spin 1
2
). The masses are multiplet averages.
Baryon Quark Content Electric Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
Nucleons (N)
 proton (p)neutron (n) uududd +10 939.0
Λ uds 0 1115.6
Σ uus, uds, dds +1, 0, −1 1193
Ξ uss, dss 0, −1 1318
Table 1.5: Decuplet baryons (spin 3
2
). The masses are multiplet averages.
Baryon Quark Content Electric Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
∆ uuu, uud, udd, ddd +2, +1, 0, −1 1232
Σ∗ uus, uds, dds +1, 0, −1 1385
Ξ∗ uss, dss 0, −1 1533
Ω− sss −1 1672
Table 1.6: Pseudoscalar mesons (spin 0). The masses are multiplet averages.
Meson Quark Content Electric Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
pi ud¯, 1√
2
(uu¯− dd¯), du¯ +1, 0, −1 137.3
K us¯, su¯, ds¯, sd¯ +1, −1, 0, 0 495.7
η 1√
6
(uu¯+ dd¯− 2ss¯) 0 548.8
are the most massive after the proton and neutron in the mass hierarchy of the spin 1
2
baryons and the decuplet of spin 3
2
baryons containing the ∆, Σ∗, Ξ∗ and Ω baryons.
Further information on particles of these types which will be discussed in this work
can be found in Tables 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6.
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This work shall concern itself with issues dealing with these historically impor-
tant bound states of quarks and gluons. To do this it is now time to discuss more
specific issues. Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of strongly interacting
particles, has been known for many years now. In the form of a Lagrangian QCD is:
2




i 6D = iDµγµ
iDµ = i∂µ − gAaµ
λa
2
Gµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − g[Aµ, Aν ]
Where the q are the quarks and the Aµ represent gluons. In the context of Quan-
tum Field Theory this Lagrangian defines a theoretical framework within which it is
technically possible to describe all interactions between quarks and gluons. However
the elegance and apparent simplicity of the Lagrangian masks several well known
2Here the Einstein summation convention is used: repeated indices are summed over. Also the





1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

Finally Greek indices on Minkowskian tensors are taken to go from 0 to 3. The zeroth component
of any given Minkowskian tensor representing the time direction.
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theoretical challenges. These are:
1) The physical particles seen in most experiments are not the physical quarks and
gluons but rather bound states of these. This is to say, for example, baryons
and mesons.
2) The theory is highly non-linear due to the fact that the gluons carry the strong
or color charge, making it possible for gluons to interact with each other.
3) In QED3, for example, in order to calculate physical processes one uses a per-
turbative expansion with a small coupling constant. However at low energies,
the QCD coupling constant is large making such an expansion impossible.
Though several different approaches to overcoming these theoretical challenges
have been proposed only two will be mentioned here. These two approaches are Lat-
tice QCD , which shall be discussed in slightly more detail in the following subsection,
and low energy effective field theories. In particular Chiral Perturbation Theory as
a low energy effective field theory of QCD will be discussed. The governing principle
behind Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) is that fundamental symmetries of the
QCD Lagrangian, Chiral Symmetry and Poincare´ invariance, can be used to construct
the most general effective Lagrangian. Indeed it was Weinberg who first showed [1]
that a perturbative description in terms of the most general effective Lagrangian con-
taining all possible terms compatible with assumed symmetry principles yields the
most general S matrix consistent with the fundamental principles of field theory and
the assumed symmetry properties.
Why is this necessary? In principle one could simply derive an effective theory
directly from QCD, however the challenges in this approach are significant and have
3Quantum Electrodynamics, the quantum theory of the interactions of photons with matter.
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yet to be completely overcome. It is therefore necessary to relate ChPT to QCD
solely on the basis of symmetry arguments.










ψL = PLψ ψR = PRψ with ψ = ψL + ψR (1.3)
where











such that the right and left handed components of a fermion field are projected out
by the operators PL,R. Now in terms of these chirality states, the quark component
of the QCD Lagrangian can then be written as:
q¯(i 6D −m)q = q¯Li 6DqL + q¯Ri 6DqR − q¯LmqR − q¯RmqL (1.5)
From which it is clear that in the limit as m→ 0, QCD would be invariant under
independent global left and right-handed rotations.









Where the λj are the generators of SU(N). This invariance is called
SU(N)L
⊗
SU(N)R or chiral SU(N)
⊗
SU(N). Actually at first glance one could
say that the theory ought to be invariant under transformations included in
U(N)L
⊗
U(N)R, however, as will be seen in greater detail in chapter 6 the pres-
ence of the U(1) axial anomaly in QCD complicates matters. Further complications
arise due to the fact that the quarks of QCD are not massless. However, since
the up and down quarks are much lighter than for instance the proton one can ar-
gue that for such quarks an approximate chiral symmetry does persist. This is the
chiral SU(2)
⊗
SU(2) invariance and can be used as a basis for constructing Chi-
ral Perturbation Theory. Pushing the concept a little more, the strange quark can
also be included under this criterion extending the approximate symmetry to chiral
SU(3)
⊗
SU(3). This is the approximate symmetry that will henceforth be assumed.
Accepting that this is a valid, even if approximate symmetry of QCD, one then
looks at the physical spectrum for validation. Unfortunately, at first glance, the
SU(3)L
⊗
SU(3)R symmetry is not even approximately realized by the low-energy
spectrum of baryons and vector mesons. Indeed one would expect, if
SU(3)L
⊗
SU(3)R was a symmetry of nature, to observe a series of mass degenerate
particles with opposite parities in the low energy spectrum of the theory. For example,
one should observe an opposite parity partner of the neutron with the same mass.
Such a particle does not exist.
One can understand this by proposing that the SU(3)L
⊗
SU(3)R group is spon-
taneously broken to the SU(3)V subgroup. Given this, one then expects to find eight
Goldstone bosons which correspond to the eight generators of the symmetry group
for which the symmetry is spontaneously broken. By Goldstone’s theorem it is ex-
pected that such Goldstone bosons should be massless and have properties which
9
are tightly connected to one of the eight generators in the broken axial coset-space
of the group. While there are no massless particles observed in the spectrum, the
octet of pseudoscalar mesons ( pi,K,η) is much lighter than anything else in the spec-
trum. Since chiral symmetry is only approximate these lighter pseudoscalars qualify
as candidates for the Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of
SU(3)L
⊗
SU(3)R. The finite masses of these states are interpreted as a consequence
of the explicit symmetry breaking due to the finite up, down and strange quark masses
in the QCD Lagrangian.
Given all this, one could then create the most general chirally invariant Lagrangian
for the pseudoscalar meson octet. Since this Lagrangian, by construction, contains
all possible terms consistent with the symmetries, there is a priori no limit to the
number of terms that can be included. One therefore needs an organizing principle
to determine which terms are the most important. In the meson sector such an
organizing principle is suggested by the fact that the interactions of the Goldstone
bosons are known to vanish in the zero-energy limit of a theory. The Lagrangian of
ChPT is therefore organized in terms of an expansion of small momenta and quark
masses. To that end, for a given diagram, one analyzes its behavior under a linear
rescaling of external momenta, pi → tpi, and a quadratic rescaling of the light quark
masses, mi → t2mi. Under such rescaling one finds that a given diagram will behave
as tD, where D ≥ 2 is determined by the structure of the vertices and the topology
of the diagram in question. For any given D one can then unambiguously determine
to which order in the momentum and quark mass expansion the Lagrangian needs
to be known. Further, the loops in any given calculation are restricted to be smaller
than or equal to D
2
− 1, such that the momentum and loop expansions are related.
One should pause here to understand exactly what is meant by loop expansion.
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This particular expansion is a feature of perturbation theory as defined in the context
of QFT. What is understood by loop expansion is that, when one pushes the calcu-
lation of any given observable beyond the lowest, or tree level of perturbation theory
one runs into situations where intermediate virtual states play a role. To consider
a concrete example one can draw from QED the case of electron-electron scattering.
At tree level this process is described by the exchange of a virtual photon between
the two electrons. At the next order, however, several additional states come into
consideration. One must consider whether or not the photon which is exchanged
might spontaneously spawn an electron-positron pair, both new particles being vir-
tual, which will quickly annihilate one another to become another photon. One must
also consider whether either of the electrons could emit and reabsorb a photon. Dia-
gramatically, these are represented by loops because the virtual particle or particles
are emitted and then reabsorbed or destroyed forming a closed path. Pushing further,
two loop processes have two such processes occurring, three have three, ect. In per-
turbation theory, progressively more and more complex exchanges of virtual particles
are recognized as playing a smaller and smaller role in the theory. Therefore, in a
well defined loop expansion a two loop process provides a smaller contribution to a
calculated observable than a one loop process, which itself is smaller than the leading,
tree level, contribution.
In the case of ChPT the loop expansion runs in parallel to the expansion in terms
of small momenta and masses, as was stated above. One, therefore, does not refer
to things in terms of the loop expansion, as in other theories, but rather in terms
of powers of momentum and small masses. The power counting scheme in terms of
small momenta and quark masses was originally proposed by Weinberg [1] and is
quite successful in organizing the mesonic sector of ChPT. Indeed, one can see in a
11
calculation that, for example, terms quartic in the momenta are indeed smaller then
contributions quadratic in the momenta.
All this of course begs the question: what exactly is meant by small momenta
and masses? For ChPT it is understood that one will compare such quantities to the
chiral scale, Λχ, which does not possess a precise definition but which is commonly
accepted to be O(1 GeV):
Λχ ∼ mρ ∼ 4piFpi ∼ 4piFK ∼ 1 GeV. (1.8)
Powers of 4piF appear as natural suppression factors in the calculation of the loop
diagrams in ChPT, and the ρ meson is the lightest hadron which does not appear
explicitly in the ChPT Lagrangian.
With this information the meson sector Lagrangian can be written. First the
Goldstone bosons are gathered into a unitary representation U
U(x)→ g(x)U(x)h(x)





Where the λ are the well known Gell-Mann matrices and the transformation proper-
ties of U under the group SU(3)R
⊗
SU(3)L are also noted. The ChPT meson sector
Lagrangian is then constructed using the field U . The simplest Lagrangian that can







where the covariant derivative Dµ is conventionally defined as:
DµU = ∂µU + i`µU − iUrµ (1.11)
12
in which the fields lµ and rµ are external gauge fields defined such that the chiral
symmetry is local.










†U + U †χ) (1.12)
where χ ∼ 2Bm and m is the current quark mass matrix. This represents the
complete leading order Lagrangian for the meson sector. By noting that a derivative
will turn into one power of momentum as well as the fact that one power of m appears
it is immediately obvious that this Lagrangian is of order two in the small momentum
expansion. There can exist more complicated terms containing several U fields so the
full meson sector ChPT Lagrangian takes the form



















†) · Tr(DµUDνU †)
+ L3tr(DµU∂































Where only the leading and next-to-leading order terms are shown as the O(p6)
Lagrangian4 contains over a hundred terms. Note that the F xµν appearing above are
the field strength tensors for the right and left handed gauge fields.
4It is important for the reader to understand this particular shorthand which will be used through
out the work. The notation O(pn) is intended to convey the idea that a given process or Lagrangian
term contains n powers of small momenta or masses. An O(p6) term should therefore be interpreted
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The leading order terms in this Lagrangian have been known for decades and can
be obtained, for example, from the coupling of the nonlinear σ model to external
fields [2] [3]. At this order the Lagrangian contains two free parameters: the pion-
decay constant, Fpi, and the scalar quark condensate B both in the chiral limit. The
specific values of these constants are not determined by chiral symmetry and must,
ultimately, be explained from QCD dynamics. However, in practice the values used
are extrapolated from experiment.
At O(p4), the effective Lagrangian shown was first constructed by Gasser and
Leutwyler [2] [3] and contains 10 physical constants, the Li, which are known as the
low energy constants as well as two additional terms containing only external fields
not shown above. These low energy constants are generally fixed phenomenologically
by comparison with experimental data but there are also theoretical approaches for
estimating them [4].
In the mesonic sector, Chiral Perturbation theory has proven to be highly suc-
cessful. It would therefore be useful to extend the method used to include the inter-
action of Goldstone bosons with baryons. This extension was foreshadowed by many
low-energy theorems involving the pion-nucleon interaction and its SU(3) extensions
derived in the 1960’s. However, extending ChPT to treat such processes one faces
a significant hurdle. In contrast to the Goldstone boson masses, the nucleon mass
does not vanish in the chiral limit. At leading order this introduces a third scale into
the problem beyond the pion decay constant and the scalar quark condensate B. In
addition even in the chiral limit the nucleon mass is of the same order as the chiral
as one containing six powers of momenta, the equivalent power of small masses, or any mixture
of the two adding to six. For a further example an O(p3) process would contain terms with three
powers of small momenta, the equivalent power of small masses and all allowable mixtures.
14
scale. Because of this, it was shown that the relativistic formulation of the extended
theory does not provide such a simple connection between the chiral expansion and
the loop expansion as can be found in the mesonic sector. In particular, that higher-
order loop diagrams also contribute to lower orders in the chiral, small momentum,
expansion.
To get around this problem techniques borrowed from heavy-quark physics can
be applied, thereby providing a formulation of baryon ChPT known as heavy-baryon
ChPT (HBChPT) where the Lagrangian is not only expanded in the number of deriva-
tives and quark masses but also in powers of inverse nucleon masses. This technique
is very similar to the Foldy-Wouthuysen method [5] and does lead to a restoration
of power counting. Using this approach Jenkins and Manohar and later Meißner [6]
were able to show that for SU(3)R
⊗
SU(3)L the heavy baryon Lagrangian can be
written as:
LMB = L(1)MB + L(2)MB + L(3)MB + · · · (1.14)
L(1)MB = TrB¯iv ·DB +DTrB¯Sµ{uµ, B}+ FTrB¯Sµ[uµ, B]
(1.15)





ν is the Pauli-Lubanski spin vector, uµ = iξ
†∂µUξ†, ξ2(x) = U(x) and

















For simplicity, only the leading order terms are shown here. The next to leading
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order terms will be introduced in the following sections were appropriate. One notes
that in the baryon sector ChPT contains odd as well as even powers of momenta.
The HBChPT approach has had a significant amount of success despite problems
of convergence in the SU(3) implementation. Questions of convergence in HBChPT
will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 2 where a method for improving the
convergence has been studied.
One final extension can be made to ChPT. In the baryonic sector the decuplet
of lightest spin 3
2
particles lies quite close in mass to the octet of spin 1
2
particles
discussed above. For example, the ∆(1232) resonance is only a few hundred MeV
from the nucleon mass. It is therefore frequently thought necessary to treat the
decuplet alongside the octet in the formulation of HBChPT. This was first done by
Jenkins and Manohar in order to address issues concerning the convergence of the
Chiral series ([7] and [8]) but this approach was not entirely successful or complete.
The final version of the formalism for this extension of ChPT was developed in [9]
and will be treated in more detail, in the context of convergence, in Chapter 2. The
decuplet will also play a role Chapter 5. In a broad outline the idea behind this
extension of ChPT is to treat the octet-decuplet mass splitting as another “small”
quantity like the quark masses. This approach, known as the small scale expansion,
also has had its successes.
1.2 Gauge Theory on a Lattice.
Having, in the previous subsection, discussed ChPT as an effective field theory of
QCD a new subject will now be considered. In this subsection the formulation of
Gauge Theory on a discrete lattice of space time points will be discussed in broad
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terms.
First of all comes the question: why the lattice? The primary role of lattice field
theory is to provide a non-perturbative cutoff for a quantum field theory. It is not in
any way meant to indicate that space time is represented by a crystal. The lattice is a
mathematical trick wherein a minimum wavelength, the lattice spacing a, and hence
a maximum momentum of pi
a
is introduced. On the lattice path summations become
well defined ordinary integrals. Therefore the lattice provides a route towards the
rigorous definition of quantum field theory.
Of course the question could be asked: Why is a cut off necessary in any case? Why
is this a desirable thing to do? It is an unfortunate fact that, treated naively, QFT
in three space and one time dimensions will produce infinite results for several key
observables when calculations are pushed beyond tree or leading order in perturbation
theory. It is therefore necessary to perform a process termed renormalization in which
these infinities are removed by redefining the parameters in the theory. So in, for
example, QED, the electron mass and charge are both redefined in order to absorb
these infinities. A theory is termed renormalizable when only infinities which can be
absorbed into redefinitions of its parameters appear.
The normal procedure by which a theory is renormalized is to introduce a regular-
ization scheme. This procedure is one in which the infinities in the theory are made
explicit such that they can be removed and only the finite remainder kept. Such a
procedure can be as simple as cutting off the momentum integrals that appear in the
theory at a value short of infinity. This simplistic regularization procedure however
does have its problems, so it is not one that is widely used. In fact, the two most
popular regularization schemes are: the lattice and dimensional regularization. In
dimensional regularization, which is used in most perturbative treatments of QFT,
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integrals are calculated in 4−² dimensions, where they are convergent, divergent parts
subtracted out and the limit ² → 0 is then taken. The use of lattice as a regulator
will be discussed much more extensively in this work.
The most attractive aspect of lattice field theory in its modern incarnation is that
the lattice cutoff, unlike for instance a hard cut-off, manages to keep exact many of
the key aspects of a gauge theory. The only aspect of a gauge theory that the lattice
does not keep exact is how a gauge field transforms under Lorentz transformations.
Indeed on the lattice the full Poincare´ group of symmetries is broken down to (on
a symmetric lattice) its hypercubic subgroup. However, retaining the hypercubic
subgroup is sufficient for a full return of Poincare´ symmetry when the continuum
limit, is taken.
Another benefit of the lattice comes when one considers the issue of gauge fixing.
In perturbative discussions the local symmetry of a gauge theory forces a gauge fixing
to remove a formal infinity due to the different gauges. For a lattice formulation this
problem does not arise as compact representations for the group elements are used.
The use of compact representations means that the integration over all gauges is
finite. On the lattice therefore the study of gauge invariant observables does not
require gauge fixing.
Finally, though not exactly germane to this work, note that a lattice formulation of
quantum field theory renders it particularly suitable for computer simulation. Indeed
it is this aspect of the lattice formulation that has been a major driving force in the
development of lattice quantum field theory in its various incarnations. The most
important of which is Lattice QCD.
To see how gauge theories can be formulated on the lattice, one can begin by
considering gauge symmetries in general. To be slightly more specific, the implemen-
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tation of SU(N) as gauge group will be examined. In field theory, one begins to
construct a gauge theory by requiring invariance of the action under a local gauge
transformation. In the most general definition of such invariance one can achieve this
by introducing a covariant differentiation. Covariant differentiation in turn results
from a concept of parallel transport. The definition of a parallel transport is the
following: let Cxy be a curve in space-time which connects the points x and y. The
curve is then parametrized by means of:
cµ(s) , s ∈ [0, 1] , cµ(0) = xµ , cµ(1) = yµ . (1.16)
Now take a field φ(x). For each space-time point x this field is an element of a
vector space Vx. Getting back to the curve Cxy one associates to it an SU(N) matrix,
G(Cxy) : Vx → Vy, (1.17)
which defines a mapping from the vector space Vx to the vector space Vy. Then the
field,
G(Cxy)φ(x) ² Vy, (1.18)
is defined to be the initial field φ(x) parallel transported along the curb Cxy to the
point y. The mapping G(Cxy) is therefore called a parallel transporter. In general,
to every curve in space time is associated a parallel transporter in a continuous and
differentiable way. Parallel transporters must also satisfy the following compatibility
conditions:
1) G(0) = 1 where by 0 one refers to a curve of zero length.
2) G(C2C1) = G(C2)G(C1), where the product C2C1 denotes a path composed by
first following the curve C1 then following C2.
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3) G(−C) = G(C)−1, where −C indicates the path C traversed in the opposite
direction, ie from y to x instead of from x to y.
Under a local gauge transformation the field φ(x) transforms as
φ(x)→ φ′(x) = Λ−1(x)φ(x),
φ(y)→ φ′(y) = Λ−1(y)φ(y),
where Λ is an element of the gauge group. So by the definition given above a parallel
transporter transforms as
G(Cxy)→ G′(Cxy) = Λ−1(y)G(Cxy)Λ(x). (1.19)
The development up to this point has been purely general and has made no men-
tion of whether or not space-time is continuous or discrete. At this juncture it is
useful to assume a continuum space-time and examine how the development proceeds
under that assumption. This is so that familiar results from continuum field theory
can be derived. In order to define covariant differentiation in the continuum one has
to subtract fields at infinitesimal neighboring points such as xα and yα = xα + dxβ.
Due to the arbitrary nature of the choice of basis at different points, it is then neces-
sary to parallel transport the fields to the same point in order to compare them. To
do so one considers a straight curve that links the points xα and xα + dxβ. To this
curve is associated a parallel transporter and since the two points are infinitesimally
close, one expects this parallel transporter to deviate from the unit matrix only in-
finitesimally. This is a necessary consequence of the first consistency condition. The
parallel transporter can then be defined as
G(Cx+dx,x) = 1− Aµ(x)dxµ (1.20)
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where Aµ(x)²SU(N) is an element of the Lie algebra of SU(N). With this the
covariant differential of the field φ(x) can be defined as:




where the covariant derivative
Dµφ(x) = (∂µ + Aµ(x))φ(x) (1.23)
should be familiar to all practitioners of quantum field theory if Aµ(x) is called the
gauge field. Using the transformation properties of the parallel transporter, it is now
possible to show that the covariant differentiation of φ transforms as
D′µφ
′(x) = Λ−1(x)Dµφ(x) (1.24)
which is as expected since this is the form needed for a locally invariant gauge theory.
Another important component of any Field Theoretical description of nature is the
field strength tensor, which is directly related to the covariant derivative. Indeed the
field strength tensor can be defined through the commutator of covariant derivatives
such that
Fµν(x) = [Dµ, Dν ] = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν ] (1.25)
More importantly for a future lattice formulation, however, is the geometrical def-
inition of the field strength tensor that can be gathered from considering parallel
transport around an infinitesimal parallelogram spanned by dxµ and dyν . In this
definition one considers the parallel transport of a vector starting at xα then going
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to xα + dxµ, then to xα + dxµ + dyν , with a third stop at xα + dyν before returning
to xα. This gives the parallel transporter
G(Cxx) = 1− Fµν(x)dxµdyν (1.26)
in the continuum and a similar process can be used to give the lattice definition of a
field strength tensor as shall be seen a little later.
One now notes that, to formulate gauge theory on the lattice, it would be useful
if, given a certain gauge field Aµ, one can work backwards to determine the most
general form of the corresponding parallel transporter. To begin, consider a curve Cyx
parametrized as before and let Cs be the corresponding curve whose parameter t runs








where the initial condition G(C0) = 1 is imposed. The solution to the differential
equation is given by Dyson’s formula which is well-known from quantum mechanics:




















With this information it is now possible to proceed to the lattice formulation. In
contrast to the continuum, where one considers infinitesimal distances, the lattice
possesses a shortest non-zero distance. This is the lattice spacing a on a hypercubic
lattice and for the remainder of this work all lattices will be considered to be hypercu-
bic. So on such a lattice, the elementary parallel transports are those associated with
the links connecting nearest neighbor points. If x is a point on the lattice and x+ aµ
is the neighboring point in the direction of the lattice axis µ = 1, 2, 3, 4 (Note: Here
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one implicitly assumes the use of a euclidian 5 metric) then the parallel transporter
associated with the link between x and x+ aµ is given by:
G(x, x+ aµ) ≡ Gµ(x) ∈ SU(N) (1.29)
On the lattice, it is therefore possible to show [10] that Eq. (1.28) reduces to:
Gµ(x) = exp{−iaAµ(x)} (1.30)
where Aµ is a Lie algebra-valued vector gauge field. Under local gauge transformation
the parallel transport in Eq. (1.30) transforms as
Gµ(x)→ G′µ(x) = Λ†(x)Gµ(x)Λ(x+ aµ). (1.31)
One can then use this parallel transport or link field, as it is more commonly known
in the literature, to formulate a lattice covariant derivative. Returning to the field




(Gµ(x)φ(x+ aµ)− φ(x)) (1.32)
where the derivative has been replaced directly with a finite difference. It is imme-
diately evident that this has the correct behavior under local gauge transformations,
transforming in exactly the same way as the continuum covariant derivative Eq. (1.23).
5As opposed to the Minkowski metric the euclidian metric is given by:
gµν =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

It is also important to note that for euclidian tensors, Greek indices run from 1 to 4 with the fourth
index representing time.
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One can note as well that this is one of many possible formulations for the lattice
covariant derivative of the field φ(x).
To formulate a gauge field strength tensor on the lattice, as was mentioned previ-
ously, one uses the geometric definition. In contrast to the continuum, however, the
parallel-transport is not around an infinitesimal parallelogram but rather its lattice
equivalent called an elementary plaquette. On a hypercubic lattice this is a square
whose corners are formed by the points x, x + aµ, x + aµ + aν and x + aν . Parallel
transporting around the plaquette will then yield a definiton of the field strength
tensor.
1.3 Why formulate ChPT on the Lattice?
In this particular work, issues pertaining to the interactions between pions, kaons,
etas, protons, neutrons and hyperons6 will be considered. The tools whereby these
issues will be discussed are Chiral Perturbation Theory and Lattice Gauge Field The-
ory. The following specific observables will be treated: the meson and baryon masses,
the baryon magnetic moments, hyperon decays, as well as the pion-nucleon and kaon-
nucleon sigma terms. These particular observables, for which great quantities of
experimental data are available, have all been previously considered by other authors
[12]-[20]. These existing calculations, that compared the existing experimental data
to both ChPT and QCD, are helpful as we explore our new regularization scheme.
It can be appreciated from the discussion in the previous section that the formu-
lation of a gauge theory on the lattice, while technically an elegant endeavor, can
6Hyperon: an octet baryon with non-zero strangeness. See Table 1.4 for quark content of the
octet baryons.
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increase the challenges faced by a practitioner. One must therefore wonder why it is
useful to consider a reformulation of ChPT using this approach. There are perhaps
three answers to this question.
Firstly, ChPT is increasingly used with Lattice QCD. An example of such appli-
cation is the use of ChPT to discuss the extrapolation of simulations performed at
unphysically large light quark masses to a more physical regime [21]. ChPT can also
be used in conjunction with the Lattice to provide a better understanding of dynam-
ical processes, such as scattering, decays and the running of momentum dependent
observables. However, if one is to use ChPT in conjunction with Lattice QCD, it
is helpful to understand how the presence of the non zero minimum distance scale
affects results.
Realizing that the approximate energy scale of lattice calculations, given by 1
a
, is
typically larger then the chiral scale Λχ ∼ 1 GeV, it is common to include additional
a-dependences to the theory by adding extra “irrelevant” operators to ChPT, i.e.
operators that vanish identically when a is set to zero [22]-[25]. In this approach cal-
culations are performed in the continuum and use dimensional regularization or some
other continuum regularization method to renormalize. The results then contain both
a dependent terms and terms proportional to µ the regularization scale. Due to the
order by order renormalizability of the theory, physical observables will be indepen-
dent of µ in any regime where ChPT is applicable and has acceptable convergence
properties, but both scales will appear in the intermediate calculations.
Alternatively, it is possible to define ChPT as an effective theory that exists di-
rectly on the same discrete spacetime on which lattice QCD resides. The advantage
here is that the lattice itself regulates the theory playing both of the roles assumed
by µ and a in the previous discussion. Due to the presence of the lattice, discretized
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ChPT has no divergences for nonzero a and therefore no need for a continuum reg-
ulator. When lattice spacings much larger then the chiral scale are used, physical
observables are essentially independent of the regularization scheme and scale such
that the results reproduce those obtainable from the continuum theory up to negligi-
ble differences that vanish as a→ 0. For coarser lattices where 1
a
∼ Λχ it is important
to determine whether the scheme dependence really is acceptably negligible before re-
lying on a particular regularization scheme. This is why explicit lattice ChPT studies
of physical observables over a range of lattice spacing can help, by quantifying how
small the lattice spacing must be to ensure that this type of dependence is indeed
negligible.
Secondly, lattice regularized ChPT is also of interest independently of its con-
nection to lattice QCD. Recent work, some of which is presented in Chapter 2, has
renewed interest in cut-off type regularization schemes for ChPT [26]-[28]. In this
context, lattice regularized ChPT might be viewed as yet another way to implement
a cut-off, one that has the advantage of being implemented directly at the level of the
Lagrangian and of absolutely respecting the gauge symmetries of the theory.
Finally, a particularly valuable feature of lattice regularization is that it does not
rely on perturbation theory. Such an advantage might be of use for multi-nucleon
effective field theory [11]. In this work, however, such applications will not be con-
sidered.
Having presented three reasons why it would be useful to consider a lattice formu-
lation of ChPT, as well as a brief introduction to ChPT and lattice gauge theory, it is
useful to step back and ask exactly what new physics is expected to emerge from this
program. While the techniques developed in this work might lead to a marginally
better understanding of what is already known one can legitimately question weather
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or not they are going to lead to anything fundamentally new. After all, the states
which will be considered here have been known to exist, in some cases, for near to
a century. Fundamentally, however, the techniques that will be considered in the
following do have some relevance to possible new physics. By better understanding
ChPT and how it interfaces with Lattice QCD one obtains a better grasp of potential
future predictions of Lattice QCD itself. One could then imagine that if, for example,
Lattice QCD where to predict the existence of exotic hadrons, hadrons which aren’t
accounted for by the quark model, a better understanding of the tool, Lattice QCD,
would lead to more confidence in the results. This is because a better understanding
of the tool could lead to a more complete understanding of the new prediction. With
this in mind it is now time to proceed.
In brief outline, the chapters to come will consist of the following. In Chapter 2
the use of a cut-off scheme to regularize HBChPT and to study its convergence prop-
erties will be discussed, this will point to the value of a lattice approach. Then in
Chapter 3 formulation of the meson sector of ChPT on the lattice will be considered.
The meson masses will be calculated to one loop in the lattice regularized scheme and
it will be shown that the limit as a→ 0 is consistent with that found in dimensional
regularization. In Chapter 4 the formulation from Chapter 3 will be extended to
HBChPT and the baryon masses will be considered to one loop. There will also be
some discussion of lattice effects. In Chapter 5 the formulation of HBChPT on the
lattice will be extended by the inclusion of the decuplet of lightest spin 3
2
particles.
Further observables will be discussed, as will the nonrenormalization of vector cur-
rents. Finally, Chapter 6 will cover the anomalous sector of the theory and Chapter 7
will present the conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Alternatives to the Lattice:
HBChPT with a Hard Cut-Off
2.1 Convergence in HBChPT
As was mentioned previously, HBChPT has been successful in many ways. However,
in its SU(3) implementation HBChPT displays some further challenges as far as
the convergence of the chiral series is concerned. First, it is useful to demonstrate
this problem by observing several pertinent results. These results are presented here
without the attendant calculation for brevity, all of these calculations being readily
obtainable in the literature [12]-[20].
The first result considered is that of the octet baryon masses (see Table 1.4). In
HBChPT to leading order, in this case zeroth1 order, all baryon masses are degener-
ate. The nondegeneracy of these masses arises from higher order corrections to the
1By zeroth order it is meant that the first term for the baryon masses does not contain any power
of any small quantity what so ever.
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initial degenerate mass term. These corrections can be understood as coming from
a component of LQCD which can be represented in terms of a Lorentz scalar, SU(3)
octet, q¯λ8q operator. To first order in symmetry breaking one can then write the
baryon octet masses in terms of an SU(3) invariant term, the zeroth order term m0,
plus octet dF and dD couplings. Doing this yields the following forms
mN = m0 − 4m2KdD + 4(m2K −m2pi)dF ,
mΛ = m0 − 4
3
(4m2K −m2pi)dD,
mΣ = m0 − 4m2pidD,
mΞ = m0 − 4m2KdD − 4(m2K −m2pi)dF . (2.1)
Having four octet baryon masses represented in terms of effectively three parame-
ters, there is a corresponding sum rule: the Gell-Mann-Okubo sum rule which states
that
mΣ −mN = 1
2
(mΞ −mN) + 3
4
(mΣ −mΛ),
Expt. : mΣ −mN = 254MeV, 1
2
(mΞ −mN) + 3
4
(mΣ −mΛ) = 248MeV,
(2.2)
which is satisfied experimentally to an accuracy of about 3%. Quite a satisfactory
agreement for a calculation of this order. When, however, one moves beyond leading
order and considers one loop , O(p3), things become quite troublesome. At this order
the chiral loop corrections are found to be extremely large [13]. The corrections are
δmN = −0.31 GeV; δmΣ = −0.67 GeV;
δmΛ = −0.66 GeV; δmΞ = −1.02 GeV, (2.3)
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such that for example the Ξ mass receives a 100% correction. Indeed even when
pushing to the next order in the chiral expansion, as has been done in [14], the results
are not much improved,
mN = M¯(1 + 0.34− 0.35 + 0.24)
mΣ = M¯(1 + 0.81− 0.70 + 0.44)
mΛ = M¯(1 + 0.69− 0.77 + 0.54)
mΞ = M¯(1 + 1.10− 1.16 + 0.78) (2.4)
It should be by now obvious that contribution from higher order terms are far
larger than could reasonably be expected and that the chiral series does not display
obvious convergence. Indeed the deviations from the Gell-Mann-Okubo sum rule
are predicted to be five times larger than those found in experiment. This is not a
satisfactory state of affairs.
As a second example of non-convergence, one can consider the baryon axial cou-
plings. In HBChPT at leading order these observables can be represented in terms
of the simple F and D couplings. When this is done a fit to the ten experimentally
measured semileptonic hyperon decay rates is found to yield reasonable results, with
the χ2 per degree of freedom ∼ 1. In this calculation SU(3) breaking in the decay
rates is noticeable, but the amount of SU(3) breaking never goes above 5% [15].
However when chiral loops are calculated [16] logarithmic dependences on the meson
masses are generated that lead to significant SU(3) breaking. As was the case for
the baryon masses these effects are typically too large. Indeed numerically choosing
a renormalization scale µ ∼ 1 GeV, these so called leading log corrections are found
to be at the 30− 50% level and a fit to the experimental results gives a substantially
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increased chi-squared. In fact, the chiral corrections go in the wrong direction.
A third example for this type of behavior is found in S-wave nonleptonic hy-
peron decay amplitudes. To leading order in the calculation these amplitudes are
parametrized by the constants fw and dw. Such a representation yields a very good
fit to the experimental amplitudes. One can obtain two independent predictions
A(Σ++) = 0 vs. 0.13× 10−7 (expt.),
√
3A(Σ+0 ) − 2A(Ξ−−)− A(Λ0−) = 0 vs. 0.11× 10−7 (expt.), (2.5)
where the second of these results is the Lee-Sugawara sum rule [17]. Since the typical
size of an s-wave amplitude is ∼ 4 × 10−7 these results are quite reasonable. In
HBChPT, the one loop corrections to individual terms are found to be at the 30−50%
level [16] and a large correction to the Lee-Sugawara relation is found
√
3A(Σ+0 )− 2A(Ξ−−)− A(Λ0−) ≈ −6.4× 10−7. (2.6)
This is a considerable disagreement with the experimental value. The other pre-
diction, A(Σ++) = 0, is however not affected. The full scope of the problem with
convergence is made apparent when one considers individual predictions:
A(Λ00) = 2.35(1 + 0.62− 0.65)× 10−7,
A(Σ+0 ) = 3.09(1 + 0.30− 0.32)× 10−7,
A(Σ++) = 0× 10−7,
A(Ξ00) = 3.06(1 + 0.40− 0.36),×10−7 (2.7)
where this analysis up to second order counterterms was obtained from [18]. Here the
various contributions are from lowest order, nonanalytic components, and next order
counterterms respectively.
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As a fourth and final example of poor convergence behavior one can consider
hyperon magnetic moments. To leading order these moments can be written in terms



























which are in approximate agreement with the experimental results. Again as was
previously the case higher order corrections are large and harmful. Meissner and
Steininger have performed an O(p4) analysis of the moments and have shown that it
is possible to get good agreement with experiment via a careful choice of counterterms
[19] but convergence remains a problem:
µp = 4.69(1− 0.57 + 0.16) = 2.79,
µn = −2.85(1− 0.36 + 0.03) = −1.91,
µΣ+ = 4.69(1− 0.72 + 0.24) = 2.46,
µΣ0 = 1.43(1− 0.93 + 0.38) = 0.65,
µΣ− = −1.83(1− 0.41 + 0.04) = −1.16,
µΛΣ = 2.47(1− 0.57 + 0.18) = 1.51,
µΞ0 = −2.85(1− 0.95 + 0.39) = −1.25,
µΞ− = −1.83(1− 0.57 + 0.18) = −0.65. (2.9)
It is therefore obvious that further study of the convergence behavior of the chiral
series in SU(3) is a useful, even necessary, endeavor.
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2.2 Long Distance Regularization: An Introduc-
tion.
What then can one do to improve the convergence of the chiral series? One can
attempt to understand the origin of poor convergence by considering the nature of
effective field theory itself. Effective field theory is a technique for describing the low
energy limit of a theory, it is effective because it uses the degrees of freedom and
the interactions which are correct at low energy. In particular, ChPT is written in
terms of the mesons and baryons rather than the quarks of QCD. All features of the
high energy portion of the theory are captured in the parameters of the general local
effective Lagrangian which describes the low energy vertices. Using these interactions
one treats the low energy dynamics in a complete field theoretic description.
Such a treatment involves loop diagrams in which the integration over the mo-
menta includes both low energy and high energy components. While the low energy
portion is fully correct within the effective theory, the high energy portion is not. One
might worry then about the inclusion of such incorrect high-energy/short-distance
physics present in loops. This in general is not a problem since this high energy
effect has the same structure as the terms in the general local Lagrangian, meaning
that any incorrect loop contribution can be compensated by a shift of the parameters
of the Lagrangian. The classic example of this is the absorption of the ultraviolet
divergences in the effective theory by defining renormalized parameters.
However, in practice there is a situation where such loop effects can cause prob-
lems. This occurs if the residual short distance contributions are large even after
renormalization. A large and incorrect short distance effect can still be removed by
the adjustment of parameters but those parameters must also then become large.
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This leads to expansion of the form:
Amp ∼ A0(1− 1 + 1− 1 + ....) (2.10)
where each term in the expansion is sizeable and there is no clear convergence. In
such a case, performing the sum to all orders would still lead to the correct answer
but for the purposes of truncation the expansion is useless.
This is exactly the situation in which SU(3) HBChPT finds itself if regularized
dimensionally. It has been shown [26]-[28] that the poor convergence described in
section 2.1 follows largely from the short-distance component of loop diagrams. The
method for improving convergence then becomes obvious, one must find a way of re-
taining the reliable long distance portion of loop diagrams and absorbing the rest into
parameters. At least two approaches have been taken to this problem, including the
infrared regularization of Becher and Leutwyler which can be found in [29]. However,
the approach that will be further considered below will be that of Donoghue, Holstein
and Borasoy [26] which goes by the name Long Distance Regularization.
In this approach, the physical scale of baryon substructure is taken into account.
To put it another way, the long and short distance parts of loop integrals are treated
differently. Reinterpreting what was previously argued, physics considerations lead
one to believe that while components of the chiral Lagrangian, which are large com-
pared to the baryon size, can be trusted to be determined by the underlying chiral
symmetry of the problem, but this is certainly not true for pieces which are small com-
pared to the baryon radius and which are certainly modified by hadronic structure.
In Long Distance Regularization one includes a form factor to the loop calculation,
a form factor that is unity at large distances (i.e. r >> RB) but which vanishes for
distances short compared to the baryon radius. For calculative simplicity the form
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with a cutoff parameter in the range 300 MeV < Λ < 600 MeV, but the precise shape
of such a function is irrelevant. Introducing the cutoff parameter Λ is what allows one
to remove the short distance portions of the loop integrals which are not suppressed
in such regularization schemes as dimensional regularization. Hence the name long
distance regularization (LDR).
LDR isolates the basic chiral physics of any baryonic process in as model inde-
pendent a fashion as possible. In particular, it has been shown [26] [27] that the
power law dependences on Λ which arise in this procedure can be absorbed into
phenomenologically-determined counterterms, while the remaining chiral corrections
do not appreciably modify the successful lowest order SU(3) predictions provided
that the cutoff is chosen in the correct range mentioned above. In this range there
exists only weak dependence on the cutoff. One should reiterate that if one were to
work at all orders in the chiral expansion, all dependence on Λ would be absorbed and
the theory would not depend on the value of lambda but at finite order the residual
dependence is expected to occur beyond the order at which one is working.
Previous papers [26] explored this idea but included only the octet of lightest spin
1
2
baryons. In the subsequent work that will be presented in the next section it was
judged necessary to add the effects of the decuplet of spin 3
2
baryons. This is because
the octet-decuplet mass splitting is not very much larger then the pion mass and
certainly smaller then the kaon masses.
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2.3 Long Distance Regularization: The Results
2.3.1 The Integrals
In section 2.1 four examples of the poor convergence behavior of HBChPT’s chiral
series were presented. In this section the same four observables will be reinvestigated
using LDR and including the effects of the decuplet of spin 3
2
states. To begin with
one considers the integrals that appear in the treatment of these four observables,
and sees how they are modified by the inclusion of Eq. (2.11).










where the right hand side simply defines the function I(m). When regularized di-
mensionally this has the value
Idim−reg(m) = m3 (2.13)





(k0 −∆+ i²)(k2 −m2 + i²) = −iδij
I(m,∆)
4(d− 1)pi2 . (2.14)

































, for ∆ > m
(m2 −∆2)1/2 arccos (∆
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[ ln(4pi) + 1− γ]
)
, (2.17)
where µ is the regularization scale and ∆ the octet-decuplet mass splitting.
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− (m2 −∆2)G(m,∆)] . (2.21)
When the modified result Eq. (2.18) is plotted (Fig. 2.1) and considered in light of
the dimensional reularization (dim. reg.) result one can deduce the following [26]:
i) On a plot comparing the two results one can see that the cutoff result is much
smaller than that of dimensional regularization for kaon and eta masses. More-
over, what matters for SU(3) breaking are differences in the integral between
the pions, kaons and etas, since a constant effect can be absorbed into chiral
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Figure 2.1: The integral I(m) for the case of dimensional regularization (I = m3)
and in the cutoff scheme with Λ = 400 MeV.
parameters. This difference is quite small for the cutoff version. One can there-
fore conclude that most of the dimensionally regularized Feynman integral for
kaons and etas corresponds to short distance physics.
ii) The greatest contribution at long distance is seen in the cut-off scheme to come
from massless mesons, as one would expect if the dominant contribution comes
from the long distance physics. As the meson mass increases, there is a decreas-
ing effect from the long distance portion of the integral.
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Λm2 +m3 + . . . (2.22)
i.e., I(m) reduces to the dimensional regularization result—m3—plus polyno-
mial terms in Λ which are absent in the dimensional approach. In [26], it was
shown explicitly how these polynomial terms can be absorbed in the renormal-
ization of chiral parameters.









+ . . . (2.23)
the function I(m) is found to depend upon the pseudoscalar mass to inverse
powers, meaning that the pion will contribute much more than its heavier eta
or kaon counterparts, as we expect intuitively.






+ . . . (2.24)
the result also behaves in the expected fashion. This is to say that contributions from
the pions are also more important in Eq. (2.20) than are those from heavier mesons.
It is instructive also to consider the opposite limit of the integral in Eq. (2.20), for




























One observes cubic, quadratic, linear and logarithmic divergences which can be ab-
sorbed by appropriate counterterms, as was shown to be the case in [27]. The nonan-
alytic terms in the quark masses, on the other hand, reduce to the dim. reg. result.
Other integrals will play a significant role when calculating the results for the three
remaining observables. For the baryon axial couplings and s-wave hyperon decay the








In dimensional regularization the integral has the value
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(k0 −∆+ i²)2(k2 −m2 + i²) = −iδij
3J(m,∆)
16(d− 1)pi2 . (2.30)
In dim. reg. one obtains
J(m,∆) =
(






































Finally, in the calculation of the baryon axial couplings another integral enters in




(k0 −∆+ i²)(k0 + i²)(k2 −m2 + i²) = −iδij
J¯(m,∆)
4(d− 1)pi2 . (2.34)

















































































(m2 −∆2)G(m,∆) + pi
4∆
(
Λ3 − 3m2Λ + 2m3
)]
. (2.37)
The behavior of the integrals in Eq. (2.26) , Eq. (2.30) and Eq. (2.34) under the
large mass and small mass limits is exactly as one would expect as can be seen in [27]
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and in [26]. Finally the integrals which are relevant to the analysis of the magnetic








The dimensionally regularized form of which is given by
Kdim−reg(m) = m . (2.39)
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m2 + 3Λ2 − 4∆2]G(m,∆)] . (2.44)
The behavior of these two integrals under the small and large mass limits is also
found in [27] and [26]. It is consistent with expectations. Having taken a look at
the integrals involved one can now consider the results for each observable, beginning
with the baryon masses.
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2.3.2 The HBChPT Lagrangian with Decuplet Terms
The calculation of any observable in HBChPT begins with the Lagrangian. To lowest
and next to leading order in the derivative expansion the effective Lagrangian which
describes the interactions of baryons can be written, in the heavy baryon formalism,
as
LMB = (m0 −mHB)Tr(B¯B) + Tr(B¯iv ·DB) +DTr(B¯Sµ{uµ, B})
+ FTr(B¯Sµ[uµ, B]) + dDTr(B¯{χ+, B}) + bFTr(B¯[χ+, B])
+ b0Tr(B¯B)Tr(χ+)− iµD
4m0
Tr(B¯[Sµ, Sν ]{f+µν , B})
− iµF
4m0
Tr(B¯[Sµ, Sν ][f+µν , B]) + . . . (2.45)
where χ+ is given in terms of the quark mass matrix m via χ+ = ξ
†χξ + ξχ†ξ†,










is the Pauli-Lubanski spin vector. The nonlinear mesonic chiral constructs ξ and uµ
are given by
U = ξ2 = exp(−iλ
apia(x)
Fpi




†fµνξ + ξfµνξ† = −2eQ[∂µAν − ∂νAµ] + . . . (2.49)
is the field strength tensor for the photon field Aµ and Q = 13diag(2,−1,−1) the
quark charge matrix. This was first seen in Eq. (1.14) of section 1.1 where only the
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first order terms were shown. Note here however that in uµ the partial derivative has
been replaced by ∇µ which stands for the meson covariant derivative.
To include all relevant effects considered in this work one must add to Eq. (2.45)
terms which include the effects of the decuplet. At leading order these are given by






+HT¯µSνuνT µ + hcT¯µh+T µ, (2.50)
where the flavor indices have been suppressed. It is important to note that in
Eq. (2.50) there is a mass term for the decuplet fields even after the transformation
to the heavy-mass formulation. This mass term is the octet-decuplet mass splitting
which does not vanish in the chiral limit. In the Feynman rules for the theory this
term will appear in the decuplet propagator which is given by
i
v · l −∆+ i²
(




in d dimensions. Note the appearance of the factor(




in Eq. (2.51). This factor is a projection operator which guarantees that only spin 3
2




For these decays one must also add to the HBChPT Lagrangian the following
weak term
Lw = dwTr(B¯{h+, B}) + fwTr(B¯[h+, B]) (2.53)
in order to parameterize all relevant physics. One final note concerns the term con-
taining h+. This term is defined as h+ = ζ




b is the weak transition
matrix and will contribute to the nonleptonic hyperon decays.
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2.3.3 Baryon Masses
The leading order contributions to the baryon masses can be found in Eq. (2.1).
These are modified at next order by loop contributions which, in the present work,
will arise from loops containing both heavy octet and decuplet fields. In dimensional
regularization the octet one loop contributions are well known and involve the integral
shown in Eq. (2.12). The results can be represented as











(D + F)2, κKN =
1
2




κpiΣ = (D2 + 6F2), κKΣ = 3(D2 + F2), κηΣ = D2,




(D −F)2, κKΞ =
1
2












where Eq. (2.56) involves the integral given in Eq. (2.14) and the coefficients αjB are
αpiN = 4, α
K
N = 1, α
η
N = 0 α
pi
Σ = 2/3, α
K
Σ = 10/3, α
η
Σ = 1,
αpiΛ = 3, α
K
Λ = 2, α
η
Λ = 0 α
pi
Ξ = 1, α
K




Now for the LDR results. In order to obtain these it is necessary to remove
from the LDR integrals components which give a large but constant and therefore
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Table 2.1: Sum of octet and decuplet contributions to the octet baryon masses in GeV
both in dimensional regularization and for various values of the cutoff Λ in MeV.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
N -0.46 -0.04 -0.03 -0.00 0.02
Σ -1.48 -0.02 0.02 0.07 0.13
Λ -1.02 -0.03 0.00 0.04 0.10
Ξ -1.83 -0.01 0.04 0.10 0.18
misleading impression of the size of the contributions. These components can be
absorbed into redefinitions of the constants of the theory as is shown explicitly in
[26] [27]. From the function I(m) which arises in Eq. (2.18) one makes the following
subtraction,
Ir(m) = I(m)− 1
2
Λ3. (2.58)
From the function IΛ(m,∆) which arises in Eq. (2.20) one makes the subtractions








Λ∆2 −∆3 ln Λ− pi∆3. (2.59)
Using these one then can state the LDR result for the loop contributions, the pure
octet contribution is:















If one now uses the same value for the constants as were used in [26] [27] one then
obtains the LDR results for the sum of the octet and decuplet contributions. These
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Table 2.2: Octet contributions to the octet baryon masses in GeV both in dimensional
regularization and for various values of the cutoff Λ in MeV.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
N -0.31 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07
Σ -0.62 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.12
Λ -0.69 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.13
Ξ -1.03 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.17
results are shown in Table 2.1. One will also find the dim. reg. results stated in the
table for comparison purposes. These results were obtained by dropping the L˜ term
and perform the limit d → 4 afterwards then adding the results of Eq. (2.54) and
Eq. (2.56) together. Also shown in Table 2.2 are the results obtained by the authors
of [26] for the pure octet contributions. Clearly the LDR process offers more insight
into the convergence properties of HBChPT.
It is also important to consider the quality of the HBChPT fit to experimental
data. To accomplish this, one can combine the experimental uncertainty of each
observable with an overall theoretical uncertainty arising from the neglect of O(p4)
terms (and beyond) in HBChPT. In particular the theoretical uncertainty can be
determined from the assumption that the expansion parameter of HBChPT is 30%,
which is between mpi/mN and mK/mΣ. If this assumption is valid, then fits of the full
results at a given order using the LDR procedure will have χ2/d.o.f. of order unity
or smaller and the HBChPT fits will then be considered successful.
In the case of the baryon masses, which begin at O(1) in HBChPT, the theoretical
uncertainty can be estimated as (1GeV)×(30%)4, and a very good fit can be found
both in the lowest order and with chiral loop corrections. The former is simply the
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Table 2.3: Baryon mass fits with octet plus decuplet loop contributions and calculated
with meson couplings having their SU(6) values: D=0.75,F=0.50, C = −1.5.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
bD[GeV
−1] 0.447 0.061 0.055 0.047 0.036
bF [GeV
−1] -0.97 -0.19 -0.17 -0.15 -0.12
M¯0[GeV] 2.71 1.22 1.18 1.13 1.06
χ2/d.o.f. 0.24 0.56 0.51 0.46 0.42
Table 2.4: Baryon mass fits with octet only loop contributions and calculated with
meson couplings having their SU(6) values: D=0.75, F=0.50.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
bD[GeV
−1] 0.008 0.068 0.070 0.072 0.075
bF [GeV
−1] -0.61 -0.20 -0.19 -0.17 -0.15
M¯0[GeV] 1.81 1.17 1.14 1.11 1.08
χ2/d.o.f. 0.07 0.58 0.56 0.53 0.51
traditional SU(3) fit and yields a χ2/d.o.f. = 0.61 using the parameters
bD = 0.066 GeV
−1, bF = −0.209 GeV−1, m¯0 = 1.20 GeV,
while with the inclusion of octet plus decuplet loops we find the results given in
Table 2.3. Notice that all of these mass fits satisfy the success criterion given above.
In addition the results obtained by the authors of [26] were analyzed using the same
criterion as is shown in Table 2.4. Here too the success criterion is met.
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2.3.4 Axial Couplings
Next are considered the baryon axial couplings. To leading order these couplings
are parameterized in terms of the coefficients D and F . Defining this lowest order
contribution as gA(¯ij) = αij one then gets the following





αpΛ = − 1√
6
(D + 3F),
αΛΞ− = − 1√
6
(D − 3F),







(D + F). (2.62)


































































































































































































































The Zi in Eq. (2.63) are the wave function renormalization factors, the leading-non
analytic form of which is given as










where the κji are those given in Eq. (2.55).
As for the decuplet contributions they take the form:
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ρpiΞ0Ξ− = −13(D −F), ρKΞ0Ξ− = 13(D + 5F), ρηΞ0Ξ− = 13(D + 3F);






































σpipn = 10/9, σ
K





6), σKΛΣ− = 1/(3
√
6), σηΛΣ− = 0,
σpiΞ0Ξ− = 1/18, σ
K
Ξ0Ξ− = −2/9, σηΞ0Ξ− = −1/6,
σpipΛ = −2/
√
6, σKpΛ = −1/
√
6, σηpΛ = 0,
σpiΛΞ− = 1/
√
6, σKΛΞ− = 1/
√
6, σηΛΞ− = 0,
σpinΣ− = −2/9, σKnΣ− = −1/9, σηnΣ− = 0,
σpiΣ0Ξ− = 2/(9
√
2), σKΣ0Ξ− = 7/(9
√







γpn = D + F , γΛΣ− = 2D/
√
6, γΞ0Ξ− = D −F ,
γpΛ = −(D + 3F)/
√
6, γΛΞ− = −(D − 3F)/
√
6, γnΣ− = D −F ,
γΣ0Ξ− = (D + F)/
√
2, γΣ+Ξ0 = D + F .
(2.69)
²piN = 1, ²
K
N = 1/4, ²
η
N = 0, ²
pi
Σ = 1/6, ²
K
Σ = 5/6, ²
η
Σ = 1/4
²piΛ = 3/4, ²
K
Λ = 1/2 ²
η
Λ = 0, ²
pi
Ξ = 1/4, ²
K




Considering Eq. (2.63) and Eq. (2.65), it can be shown that the contributions
proportional to m2j ln
m2j
µ2
come entirely from the integral Eq. (2.26), labeled as J(m2).
As for the integrals in Eq. (2.66) they are those shown in Eq. (2.30) and Eq. (2.34).
Therefore all that is needed in order to move to an LDR formulation is to use the
LDR versions of these integrals, with the proper subtractions to remove terms giving
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a misleading impression as to the sizes of these contributions. One therefore defines
Jr(m2) = Jr(m2)− Λ2, (2.71)
as well as







Λ∆ +∆2 ln Λ + 2∆2,
JdivΛ (∆) = Λ
2 + 4∆2 ln Λ− pi∆Λ+ 2pi∆2. (2.73)















and the decuplet contribution takes the form




























The numerical results obtained using these expressions can be found in Table 2.5
as well as the results obtained by the authors of [26] which are given in Table 2.6.
Presented along with these are the dim. reg. values for the finite pieces of the results
for the purposes of comparison. The value H = −2.0 was used in the calculations as
was the case in [27]. It is necessary to note in passing that this value was taken from
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Table 2.5: The octet and decuplet contributions to the octet baryon axial couplings
both in dimensional regularization and for various values of the cutoff Λ in MeV
calculated with meson couplings at their SU(6) values: D=0.75, F=0.50, C = −1.5.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
gA(p¯n) 0.63 0.00 0.10 0.19 0.27
gA(p¯Λ) -0.83 -0.06 -0.15 -0.24 -0.32
gA(Λ¯Σ
−) 0.29 -0.03 0.03 0.07 0.12
gA(n¯Σ
−) -0.14 -0.08 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01
gA(Λ¯Ξ
−) 0.57 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.16
gA(Σ¯
0Ξ−) 0.83 0.03 0.13 0.22 0.30
an independent estimate using large Nc QCD [30]. In this estimate values in a range
from H = −2.25 to H = −0.66 were obtained by performing different fits to the octet
baryon axial currents. Returning to the point at hand, one can clearly see that the
loop contributions are indeed smaller when applying the LDR approach. This allows
one to better understand ChPT.
To check the quality of the HBChPT fits to experiment, the method proposed
in the discussion of the masses indicates a theoretical uncertainty of (30%)3 due to
truncation of all HBChPT terms beyond O(p3). A simple lowest order SU(3) fit,
which yields
D = 0.80, F = 0.46, χ2/d.o.f. = 0.4,
is certainly a successful fit. The results of including octet plus decuplet loop contribu-
tions are shown in Table 2.7. One notices that LDR maintains the successful fit when
loops are included, since χ2/d.o.f. ∼ 1, but dim. reg. produces a significantly poorer
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Table 2.6: Octet contributions to the octet baryon axial couplings both in dimensional
regularization and for various values of the cutoff Λ in MeV calculated with meson
couplings at their SU(6) values: D=0.75, F=0.50.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
gA(p¯n) 0.92 0.20 0.28 0.37 0.45
gA(p¯Λ) -0.95 -0.18 -0.27 -0.36 -0.45
gA(Λ¯Σ
−) 0.62 0.12 0.18 0.23 0.29
gA(n¯Σ
−) 0.19 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09
gA(Λ¯Ξ
−) 0.44 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.21
gA(Σ¯
0Ξ−) 1.14 0.21 0.31 0.42 0.53
Table 2.7: Axial coupling fits with octet and decuplet loop contributions. The weak
axial decuplet parameter H was chosen to have the value -2.0.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
D 0.78 0.85 0.77 0.73 0.70
F -0.27 0.42 0.42 0.40 0.39
χ2/d.o.f. 2.2 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.8
fit. The results obtained by the authors of [26] was subjected to the same analysis
and the results presented in Table 2.8. Once again one sees a more successful fit in
the case of LDR then in the case of dim. reg. For a complete calculation, there are
extra counterterms that should be added and in dim. reg. these will need to be large
in order to cancel the large loop effects identified here. In LDR, these subleading
counterterms will be small and no dramatic cancelations are required.
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Table 2.8: Axial coupling fits with octet loop contributions.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
D 0.55 0.70 0.68 0.65 0.63
F 0.31 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.36
χ2/d.o.f. 3.5 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.4
2.3.5 S-Wave Hyperon Decay
At leading order the S-Wave hyperon decays are parametrized in terms of the two
SU(3) coefficients dw and fw. They can then be written in the following form



























(dw − 3fw). (2.77)
Only four of the seven possible decays are chosen because the others can be related




(tree) + A(loop)], (2.78)
where Za and Zb denote the Z-factors of the incoming and outgoing baryon, respec-
tively, and the amplitude has been decomposed into tree and loop contributions.
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η = 0. (2.80)
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The decuplet part of the contribution is then given by










































and all the remaining φ(Bai )
φ being zero. Having been given the loops the Z factor
contributions then must be factored in. This has been done in the literature [27]
[26]. Subsequently one can apply the LRD procedure which gives shifts in the s-wave





































for the decuplet contribution. Here, again, one is referred to [26] and [27] to see
how the terms subtracted out in the LDR procedure can be absorbed by redefining
the counterterms. With the shifts now in hand one can numerically calculate the
contributions to the decays. Said numerical results are given in Table 2.9 (The Ta-
ble 2.10 gives the results obtained for octet only by the authors of [26]) were the
values of dw = 0.16 × 10−7 GeV and fw = −0.41 × 10−7 GeV were used, as was the
case in [18]. In this case it is necessary to mention that the results are aﬄicted with
some uncertainty due to the appearance of a new parameter hc which was obtained
with large error bars from a fit to data using dim. reg. hc = (−0.10 ± 0.19) × 10−7
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Table 2.9: Shown are the octet and decuplet contributions to the S-wave hyperon
decays in units of 10−7 both in dimensional regularization and for various values of
the cutoff Λ in MeV.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
δA(Λ00) 1.12 0.42 -0.09 -0.53 -0.91
δA(Ξ00) -3.75 -0.70 -0.15 0.30 0.70
δA(Σ+0 ) 3.70 0.75 0.25 -0.16 -0.52
Table 2.10: Octet contributions to the S-wave hyperon decays in units of 10−7 both
in dimensional regularization and for various values of the cutoff Λ in MeV.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
δA(Λ00) -1.87 -0.32 -0.50 -0.68 -0.87
δA(Ξ00) 1.00 0.18 0.28 0.38 0.47
δA(Σ+0 ) -0.72 -0.12 -0.19 -0.26 -0.33
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(see [27]) though changes in hc affect the numerical results only slightly. Therefore
the conclusions drawn are independent of the particular choice of this parameter.
Confronting the experimental data gives the following situation. The omission of
O(p4) HBChPT contributions leads to a fractional theoretical uncertainty of (30%)3
= 0.03. Combining this with the experimental uncertainties leads to the following
lowest order SU(3) fit (Note: dw, fw are in units of 10
−7 GeV):
dw = 0.18, fw = −0.41, χ2/d.o.f. = 1.2.
The effect of including chiral loop corrections with octet plus decuplet states is shown
in Table 2.11 . In the case of LDR, the χ2/d.o.f. values are close to being acceptable,
and the fit becomes perfectly fine when the O(p3) counterterms, omitted in this work,
are added in. In the dim. reg. case, however, addition of the decuplet loops severely
worsens the fit and the missing counterterms must be assigned huge values if the fit
is to be repaired. This is another signal of the breakdown of convergence for dim.
reg. One can see the octet only results considered by the authors of [26] also used to
perform a χ2 fit in Table 2.3.5.
2.3.6 Magnetic Moments
The final case considered is that of magnetic moments, the lowest order parametriza-
tion of which can be seen in Eq. (2.9). The one loop corrections to this parametriza-













Table 2.11: S-wave hyperon decay fits with octet plus decuplet loop contributions and
calculated with lowest order meson couplings having their SU(6) values: D=0.75,
F=0.50, C = −1.5. Here the decuplet weak decay parameter hc = −0.1 × 10−7 was
used and dw and fw are in units of 10
−7.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
dw -1.65 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.18
fw 0.55 -0.52 -0.42 -0.36 -0.32
χ2/d.o.f. 502 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.6
Table 2.12: S-wave hyperon decay fits with octet loop contributions and calculated
with lowest order meson couplings having their SU(6) values: D=0.75, F=0.50. dw
and fw are in units of 10
−7.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
dw 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.20
fw -0.28 -0.38 -0.36 -0.35 -0.34
χ2/d.o.f. 11 2.0 2.6 3.4 4.3
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σpin = (D + F)2, σKn = −(D −F)2,






(D2 + 3F2), σKΣ+ = −(D + F)2,
σpiΣ0 = 0, σ
K
















σpiΞ0 = −(D −F)2, σKΞ0 = (D + F)2, (2.86)








λpip = 4, λ
K
p = −1, λpin = −4, λKn = −2,
λpiΣ+ = −1, λKΣ+ = 4, λpiΣ− = 1, λKΣ− = 2,
λpiΣ0 = 0, λ
K
Σ0 = 3, λ
pi
Ξ− = 2, λ
K
Ξ− = 1,







Recall that the inclusion of the decuplet is known to improve the results obtained
in dim. reg. [32]. Now in order to move to an LDR formulation one simply must
replace the integrals found in the above equations with their LDR analogues in which
the appropriate subtractions are made. In this case one then defines









Λ + 2∆ lnΛ + pi∆ (2.90)
where the subtractions are compensated by redefining the constants µD and µF as is

















for the decuplet contributions. The final results obtained from these can be found in
Table 2.13 and the results obtained by the authors of [26] are presented in Table 2.14.
Again, the loop contributions yield smaller results in LDR than in dim. reg. with
the only exception being δµΣ− where there happens to be large cancelations between
the octet and decuplet contributions in dim. reg.
Confronting for the last time in this chapter, experimental results, one then can
study the goodness of fit as done in the previous subsections for the three other
observables. In this case the HBChPT expressions begin at O(p2) so the relative
theoretical error is (30%)2. A lowest order SU(3) fit yields
µD = 2.46, µF = 1.76, χ
2/d.o.f. = 2.3
while the effects of loop corrections with octet plus decuplet are shown in Table 2.15.
The results obtained by the authors of [26] when subjected to a similar analysis give
the results shown in Table 2.16.
It is immediately evident that all of the χ2/d.o.f. values are noticeably larger than
unity, this suggests that higher orders of HBChPT are required. This is not surprising
since leading order for the magnetic moments is O(p2) rather than O(p) as with other
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Table 2.13: Shown are the octet and decuplet contributions to the octet baryon
magnetic moments both in dimensional regularization and for various values of the
cutoff Λ in MeV.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
δµp -2.43 -0.71 -0.82 -0.91 -1.00
δµn 1.36 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.47
δµΛ 1.88 0.31 0.36 0.42 0.47
δµΣ+ -3.83 -0.79 -0.96 -1.11 -1.25
δµΣ0 -1.88 -0.31 -0.36 -0.42 -0.47
δµΣ− 0.07 0.18 0.24 0.28 0.31
δµΣΛ -1.79 -0.44 -0.47 -0.50 -0.54
δµΞ− 1.21 0.26 0.37 0.46 0.54
δµΞ0 3.62 0.61 0.72 0.83 0.93
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Table 2.14: Octet contributions to the octet baryon magnetic moments both in di-
mensional regularization and for various values of the cutoff Λ in MeV.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ=500 Λ=600
δµp -2.29 -0.67 -0.81 -0.93 -1.03
δµn 0.65 0.35 0.41 0.44 0.47
δµΛ 1.31 0.25 0.32 0.39 0.44
δµΣ+ -3.16 -0.73 -0.91 -1.07 -1.21
δµΣ0 -1.31 -0.25 -0.32 -0.39 -0.44
δµΣ− 0.54 0.23 0.27 0.30 0.32
δµΣΛ -1.18 -0.35 -0.43 -0.49 -0.54
δµΞ− 1.56 0.31 0.39 0.47 0.54
δµΞ0 2.70 0.51 0.65 0.78 0.90
Table 2.15: Magnetic moment fits with octet and decuplet loop contributions and
calculated with lowest order meson couplings having their SU(6) values — D=0.75,
F=0.50, C = −1.5.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
µD 6.15 3.27 3.35 3.43 3.51
µF 3.67 2.23 2.35 2.44 2.53
χ2/d.o.f. 39 5.1 3.6 2.4 1.5
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Table 2.16: Magnetic moment fits with octet loop contributions and calculated with
lowest order meson couplings having their SU(6) values — D=0.75, F=0.50.
Dim. Λ=300 Λ=400 Λ = 500 Λ=600
µD 4.92 3.11 3.26 3.38 3.49
µF 3.67 2.23 2.35 2.44 2.53
χ2/d.o.f. 23 5.0 4.0 2.9 2.0
observables. It should be noted, however, that LDR maintains the moderate χ2/d.o.f.
that was obtained from the tree-level fit, whereas the huge loop effects in dim. reg.
ruin the fit entirely.
2.4 Summary: LDR and Why the Lattice?
In the previous sections, Long Distance Regularization was presented and the effects of
the inclusion of decuplet fields to the work done by the authors of [26] were discussed.
One could clearly see in the previous section that the use of LDR improves the
convergence behavior of the chiral series. LDR is also a straightforward approach as
it is fairly simple to implement. However, it is also true that this approach, like most
cutoff regularization schemes, might have inherent difficulties when it comes to local
gauge symmetries. In particular one would expect that some of the Ward-Takahashi
identities for the theory will be violated for certain choices of the form factor used.
Indeed it could well be that two different form factors would have to be used in order
to maintain the identities and that not even this could always work.
It would therefore be of use to consider a method of implementing a cutoff scheme
in an approach where local symmetries would be guaranteed to be respected. Such
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an approach is the lattice formulation which, as was previously mentioned, begins at
the level of the Lagrangian. Because the lattice formulation begins at this level and
therefore the lattice gauge theory is constructed to be locally invariant on the discreet
space-time itself, it is a natural choice of the implementation of such a cutoff. In the




The Meson Sector of ChPT on the
Lattice
3.1 The Lagrangian on the Lattice
The discussion of ChPT on the lattice, necessarily, begins with the Lagrangian. In-
deed the construction of any lattice gauge theory must perforce begin at this level.
When the standard SU(3) ChPT Lagrangian of Gasser and Leutwyler [2] [3] is written
in Euclidean spacetime it takes the following form,
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Tr{∇µU †∇µU(χ†U + U †χ)} − L6
(
Tr{χ†U + χU †})2
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In which the field U(x) is the same nonlinear representation of the pseudoscalar
meson octet that was introduced in Eq. (1.9) and χ = 2BM where M is the quark
mass matrix is also as previously defined. The covariant derivatives, however, are
not the same here as before. In order to obtain a lattice version of the Lagrangian,
these will be replaced by finite differences and the tools discussed in the introduction
for formulating gauge theories on the lattice used to create a locally invariant theory.
In the approach to lattice ChPT that is used this Lagrangian is directly discretized
which is to say that no additional terms, which vanish in the limit a → 0, will be
added. In order to do this, one must understand the behavior of the Lagrangian
under the local chiral SU(3)
⊗
SU(3) symmetry.
As a reminder of what appears in Eq. (1.9) the chiral transformation of U(x) is
U(x)→ g(x)U(x)h(x), (3.4)
where here it is stated explicitly that g(x) ∈ SUR(3) and h(x) ∈ SUL(3). On a
spacetime lattice, the parallel transporters, Rµ(x) ∈ SUR(3) and Lµ(x) ∈ SUL(3),
are now introduced. According to the information given in section 1.2 these must
transform as
Rµ(x) → g(x)Rµ(x)g†(x+ aµ), (3.5)
Lµ(x) → h†(x)Lµ(x)h(x+ aµ), (3.6)
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where, to clarify, one states that aµ is a euclidean vector of length a in the µ di-
rection and a is the lattice spacing. In the definition of these parallel transporters
the Lie algebra-valued vector and axial vector fields, Vµ(x) and Aµ(x), appear in the
exponents,
Lµ(x) = exp{−ia`µ(x)}, (3.7)
Rµ(x) = exp{−iarµ(x)}, (3.8)
where `µ(x) = Vµ(x)−Aµ(x) and rµ(x) = Vµ(x) +Aµ(x). With this information it is
a trivial exercise to construct a covariant derivative or rather, on a lattice, a covariant
finite difference. In fact there are several possible such finite differences. In L(2)M , the










a quick check of this covariant derivative will show that it has the correct properties
under gauge transformations. There is however another check that must be per-
formed: one must test for proper behavior under parity transformations. If Eq. (3.9)
is used, while the term contained in L(2)M is invariant under parity, there are some
difficulties with terms in L(4)M . In fact, using Eq. (3.9) in L(4)M produces a Lagrangian







µ(x)−R†µ(x− aµ)U(x− aµ)Lµ(x− aµ)
}
. (3.10)
is used for such terms. Unfortunately both versions of the derivative must be used
since the use of ∇(±)µ at leading order would produce extraneous poles in the meson
propagator (so called “doublers”). This is one of a few complications that must be
dealt with when working on the lattice.
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One must also be conscious of the two field strength tensors for the external fields
which appear in L(4)M . On the lattice these field strength tensors can be defined by
using the approach outlined in section 1.2. The terms having the correct symmetries
then take the form
4ia2FXµν(x) = 4−Xµ(x)Xν(x+ aµ)X†µ(x+ aν)X†ν(x)
−Xν(x)X†µ(x− aµ + aν)X†ν(x− aµ)Xµ(x− aµ)
−X†µ(x− aµ)X†ν(x− aµ − aν)Xµ(x− aµ − aν)Xν(x− aν)
−X†ν(x− aν)Xµ(x− aν)Xν(x+ aµ − aν)X†µ(x), (3.11)
where Xµ(x) can be Rµ(x) or Lµ(x).
With the Lagrangian in hand the lattice ChPT action is simply obtained by sum-
ming the Lagrangian over all spacetime lattice sites,






Given an action, the propagators and vertices required for perturbative calculation
can be extracted. However if a path integral formalism is used one must pay particular
attention to extra meson interactions which get generated by the integration measure.
This particular feature of lattice regularization for lattice ChPT was first pointed out
by [33]. In order to correctly incorporate the measure effects it is useful to define a
so-called effective action including the measure contribution.
To do this, following [34], one begins by considering the field U(x) as previously
defined in Eq. (1.9). U(x) contains the meson fields which would be more convenient
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as functions over which to path integrate if one is to do perturbation theory. Indeed
one would like to obtain the form




such that there is a change of variables from U to pi in the path integral. It is therefore
necessary to determine the form of
e−Smeas[pi] (3.14)





















as an element of the Lie-algebra of SU(3). Consider also that from basic group theory
one has that









To which information one finally adds the transformation properties of the field U(x)
as shown in Eq. (1.9) as well as in Eq. (3.4). It is then possible to show that, since U is
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an element of SU(3) with Lie algebra L, the following, invariant, bilinear differential
form
ds2 = Tr(dU †dU), (3.19)






This defines a metric, gab(φ), on the group manifold. With this information in hand







where g(φ) is simply the matrix form of the metric gab. In order to actually obtain
gab from the bilinear differential however it is useful to follow [34] and use
ds2 = Tr[(U−1dU)†(U−1dU)], (3.22)


















It is important to note that the ta used in Eq. (3.24) are the generators of SU(3) in
the adjoint representation. The matrix elements of which are given by
tabc = −ifabc. (3.25)
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These generators satisfy the orthogonality relation
Tr(tatb) = 3δab (3.26)
which will be of use. Making use of all this information, one can find that the metric

























Since the determinant of g(φ) can also be written in the form exp [Tr(ln (gφ))] this


















3.3.1 The Masses to One Loop
Given the information in the previous sections, it is now possible to perform a pertur-
bative calculation for a given observable. One of the simplest possible such observables
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are the meson masses, which are defined as the poles of the meson propagator, it is
therefore appropriate to begin there. To begin this calculation one can consider the
case of a generic non-interacting scalar field. In this case one will have, for each field








If the identifications xµ = anµ and xν + aµ = a(nν + δνµ) are made a general form



























{pi(x+ aµ)− pi(x)} , (3.35)
and the notation {m,n} stands for the set of all nearest-neighbor pairs of lattice sites.
In Eq. (3.34) the matrix M is an N4-dimensional square matrix because there are N4
sites in a lattice with −N
2
< nµ ≤ N2 . It is also important to note that the action is

















since the integral is in a standard Gaussian form. It would now be useful to introduce
a Fourier transform on the lattice which will diagonalizeM and make the determinant
trivial. For any arbitrary complex function fn on the lattice its Fourier transform is
defined by


















δnν ,0 ≡ N4δ4n,0, (3.38)
















































The next step is then to consider external sources Jn on the lattice sites which couple




pimMmnpin − Jnpin. (3.43)
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Using the above, a K point function will be defined as
〈pin1 . . . pink〉 = Z−1
∫












where in this case
Z(J) =
∫








in which the integration was performed by completing the square and shifting the
integrand. Evaluating from the above definition and result a two point function for
the free-field theory is
〈pinmpin〉 = (M−1)mn. (3.46)










Now taking the limit of N → ∞ for an infinite lattice makes the following changes












Note that the components of q now run over the finite range:
−pi
a
≤ qµ ≤ pi
a
(3.49)
which in the language of solid state theory corresponds to the first Brillouin zone
of the lattice. This is an explicit consequence of the presence of the lattice and its
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µ [1− cos (aqµ)]
. (3.50)
This result applies in particular for a non-interacting scalar field, however, it can be
generalized. Instead of using the Lagrangian implicitly defined in Eq. (3.34) one can
use explicitly the lattice ChPT lagrangian. Then to leading order in perturbation
theory, as defined for instance in [35], one obtains the lowest order pion, kaon and
























B(ml + 2ms). (3.54)
It is important to note that isospin violation has been neglected and the up and down
quark masses were labeled simply as ml. Also a common trigonometric identity was
used in Eq. (3.51) to change 1− cos (qµa) to the expression involving sin. Given this,
the meson masses are then obtained from the zero of Eq. (3.51) which corresponds to
























Figure 3.1: The only meson loop topology which contributes to a meson mass at
one-loop order in ChPT.
which reproduces the conventional relation as a→ 0.
For a more interesting result one could then push to next order in perturbation
theory, which is to say O(p4) in the small momentum expansion of ChPT. At this
order the meson masses receive tree level contributions from L(4)M and from Smeas[pi] as
well as contributions from loop diagrams arising out of the interactions of L(2)M . The
only one loop topology at this order is shown in Figure 3.1.
Using perturbation theory one can now calculate the loop contributions to the
two point functions. For example the pion two-point function receives the following
























































































































{1− cos(aqµ)− cos(apµ) + cos(aqµ − apµ)}
)
. (3.57)
In the ∆Γipipi the i stands for whatever meson goes through the loop. It is important
to note that all integrals in Eq. (3.57) are finite for any non-zero value of the lattice
spacing a. Given the above results the one loop contribution to the pion two point
function is then obtained by summing all contributions. Before this is done however
it is useful to re-express the integrals found in Eq. (3.57) using the identity 1/D =∫∞
0























































exp(x cos θ). (3.60)
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Including all one-loop diagrams the measure factors and L(4)M tree level pieces, the
complete two point functions to next-to-leading order are shown to have the general
form


























































































































































































































































































The physical meson masses are then obtained by usingXM instead of xM in Eq. (3.55).
At this point it is possible to note that the pseudoscalar mesons are exactly mass-
less in the chiral limit of ml = ms = 0. This indicates that the theory possesses exact
chiral symmetry even at a nonzero lattice spacing. This particular feature of lattice
ChPT was emphasized in the SU(2) case by the authors of [33]. This is an important
check of the consistency of the discretization approach used.
3.3.2 The Continuum Limit
Having obtained the results on the lattice, it is also important to verify that these
results will reproduce the well-known continuum field theory results in the limits of
a→ 0. All physical observables must reproduce the known experimental values if the
lattice theory is sensible. Of course the extrapolation of lattice results to the zero
lattice spacing limit will give rise to divergences which must then be absorbed by the
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renormalized parameters of the theory.
In order to perform the continuum limit it is useful to first consider the behavior
of the function W4(²


































































































































was used for the exponential-integral function as well as the expansion





[x < 0]. (3.75)
For the curious, the value c2 = 0.577215 is a known constant (Given as C in [36]).




2) =W4(0) ≈ 0.31 (3.76)
With this information, it is fairly straightforward to show that the continuum limit
of the lattice theory gives precisely the masses that are familiar from dimensional
regularization as found in for instance [3]. Moreover, the logarithmic dependences of
the counterterms are found to be





























for sufficiently small lattice spacings a1 and a2. This is precisely the scale dependence
that is known from [3], as required, since observables cannot depend on the regular-
ization prescription. Finally, one also notes the presence in Eq. (3.61) of quadratically
divergent terms. Such divergences, which can be renormalized away, are not to be
found in a dimensionally regularized theory.
The formulation of the meson sector of ChPT on the lattice, as can be seen by
the example given above, is successful not only in maintaining exact chiral symmetry,
which is to say the vanishing of the meson masses in the limit of zero quark mass,
but also in reproducing the known behavior of the continuum theory. This is a
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necessary check on the consistency of the lattice formulation. Further explorations of
this method can now be performed. In the next chapter the construction of HBChPT
on the lattice will be performed and the example of baryon masses will be explored.
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Chapter 4
Heavy Baryon ChPT on the
Lattice: Baryon Masses
4.1 The HBChPT Lagrangian on the Lattice
As was previously mentioned, the HBChPT Lagrangian is organized as a systematic
expansion in the inverse baryon masses as well as the inverse chiral scale, Λχ. This
is accomplished by writing the Lagrangian in terms of a heavy baryon field, Bv(x),
instead of the relativistic field, B(x), as follows,
Bv(x) = exp(imHBv · x)1
2
(1 + v/)B(x), (4.1)
where the mass parameter mHB is chosen to cancel, or nearly cancel, the octet baryon
masses. The first few orders in the double expansion of HBChPT are well known [6],
and in Euclidean spacetime one finds
LMB = L(0)MB + L(1)MB + L(2)MB + L(3)MB + higher order, (4.2)




















B¯v(v ·Dv ·D −D2)Bv




)− b0Tr (B¯vBv)Tr (χ+) + . . . ,
L(3)MB = . . . ,
where the terms omitted will not contribute to material considered in this chapter.
One will note that this is the same Lagrangian as was quoted in Eq. (2.45) as well as
in Eq. (1.14), here however the use of heavy baryon fields has been made explicitly
clear in addition to which the Lagrangian is written in Euclidean, not Minkowskian,





ν σµνvν is still the
Pauli-Lubanski spin vector.
To construct a gauge invariant Lagrangian on the lattice it is necessary to know
how the field Bv(x) transforms under local chiral transformations. One has that
Bv(x) → o(x)Bv(x)o†(x), (4.3)
ξ(x) → g(x)ξ(x)o†(x) = o(x)ξ(x)h(x). (4.4)
where the field ξ(x), as is known from previous discussions, will appear in the defini-
tion of the covariant derivative of the theory as well as in χ+ = ξ
†χξ† + ξχ†ξ. Using
the known behavior of the fields under local transformation, it is now possible to
construct a lattice covariant derivative for HBChPT. To do this it is convenient to






ξ†(x)R†4(x− a4)ξ(x− a4)Bv(x− a4)ξ†(x− a4)R4(x− a4)ξ(x)
− 1
4
ξ(x)L†4(x− a4)ξ†(x− a4)Bv(x− a4)ξ(x− a4)L4(x− a4)ξ†(x)
− 1
4
ξ†(x)R†4(x− a4)ξ(x− a4)Bv(x− a4)ξ(x− a4)L4(x− a4)ξ†(x)
− 1
4
ξ(x)L†4(x− a4)ξ†(x− a4)Bv(x− a4)ξ†(x− a4)R4(x− a4)ξ(x).
(4.5)
Spatial covariant derivatives appear in L(2)MB + L(3)MB + . . ., and for these a symmetric































ξ†(x)R†j(x− aj)ξ(x− aj)Bv(x− aj)ξ†(x− aj)Rj(x− aj)ξ(x)
− 1
8
ξ(x)L†j(x− aj)ξ†(x− aj)Bv(x− aj)ξ(x− aj)Lj(x− aj)ξ†(x)
− 1
8
ξ†(x)R†j(x− aj)ξ(x− aj)Bv(x− aj)ξ(x− aj)Lj(x− aj)ξ†(x)
− 1
8
ξ(x)L†j(x− aj)ξ†(x− aj)Bv(x− aj)ξ†(x− aj)Rj(x− aj)ξ(x).
(4.6)
Note that in the above a linear combination of all terms having the correct sym-
metry properties is used. Also note that the fields Rµ(x) and Lµ(x) are as defined in
section 3.1. It is also necessary to redefine the nonlinear mesonic chiral construct uµ







ξ(x)∇(±)µ U †(x)ξ(x), (4.7)
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where ∇(±)µ U(x) is given by Eq. (3.10) in section 3.1. With the known behavior of
the fields under local gauge transformation, it is simple to see that this also has the
correct behavior under chiral transformations.
4.2 Baryon Masses
4.2.1 The Masses to One Loop
Given a Lagrangian, one of the simplest set of observables that can be computed
are the masses of the various baryons involved in the theory. That is therefore a
good point with which to begin. Once again, as was the case for the mesons, the
standard technology of perturbation theory, with minor modifications for the lattice,
can simply be applied. One can see examples of calculations involving fermionic path
integrals on the lattice in for example [37]. So such will not be repeated here. Using
the mechanics of quantum field theory one can quickly show that from L(0)MB + L(1)MB,
the lowest order baryon two-point function is








which has a unique zero in the first Brillouin zone, occurring at
E ≡ −ip4 = 1
a
ln{1 + a(m0 −mHB)}. (4.9)
The physical baryon mass is thenmHB+E = m0+O(a). Typically the parametermHB
is chosen to equal m0, and then E = 0 at this order in lattice-regularized HBChPT.
Since the contribution from L(2)MB to the two-point function is purely tree level the
next substantial step is to proceed to one-loop order which is to say O(p3) in the
chiral expansion. One notes that contributions at this order are purely due to loops.
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a) b)
Figure 4.1: The two one-loop topologies which contribute to a baryon mass at leading-
loop order in HBChPT.
When considering loops on the lattice it is found that, in contrast to calculations
done in dimensional regularization, there are two loop topologies which contribute to
baryon two point functions on the lattice. These topologies are shown in Fig. 4.1. The
reason for this difference from continuum calculations is that contribution from the
so-called tadpole diagrams shown in Fig. 4.1 a) vanish identically in the dimensionally
regularized calculations.
Calculations are then performed and it is found that the diagram with no inter-
nal baryon propagator (Fig. 4.1 a) ) involves the same functions that were used in
chapter 3 for meson masses. For example, the contribution of the charged pion loop









































Because the other diagram in Fig. 4.1 has an internal baryon propagator, its evaluation
is somewhat more involved. Consider, as an example, once again the contribution of
a charged-pion loop to the proton from the diagram in Fig. 4.1 b).
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The diagram represents the following integral,
∆Γpi
±(b)


















sin(aq4 + ap4 + i²) + 2i sin
2
(















The precise limits of integration deserve some thought. One might consider inte-
grating from -min(pi/a,pi/a+ qµ) through min(pi/a, pi/a− qµ) since this would ensure
that both the meson and nucleon momenta remain within the first Brillouin zone.
However, choosing v = (0, 0, 0, 1) and working in the proton’s rest frame makes it so
that qµ is suppressed by the inverse baryon mass. The limits of Eq. (4.11) are then
accurate to the order O(p3) which will suffice for the moment. Note that the choices
made above will also lead to S4 = 0.
Notice that an “i²” term has been included in the nucleon denominator of
Eq. (4.11), so that the singularity can be treated correctly. Using






= e−²{sin(aq4) + i[e² − cos(aq4)]}, (4.12)




(vµvν − δµν) + [Sµ, Sν ], (4.13)

































The piece without sinh ² is expressible in terms of Y4(a
2x2pi), and the piece containing









































(D + F)2 {Y3(a2x2pi) + Y4(a2x2pi)} . (4.16)
As anticipated by Eq. (4.9), the final results for the baryon masses are
mB = mHB +
1
a
ln(1 + aXB) (4.17)
where

















Y (²2) ≡ Y3(²2) + Y4(²2) and the coefficients αiB and βiB are given in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 The Continuum Limit
As a → 0 these baryon masses must be identical to the results of dimensional reg-
ularization. It is a useful check of the consistency of the lattice approach to verify
that this is indeed the case. In order to address this question one should first note
that, unlike in dimensional regularization, the results of Eq. (4.17) contain cubic and
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Table 4.1: Coefficients that appear in the baryon masses on the lattice.
B = N B = Σ B = Ξ B = Λ
αpiB (9/4)(D + F)2 D2 + 6F2 (9/4)(D −F)2 3D2
αKB (1/2)(5D2 − 6DF + 9F2) 3(D2 + F2) (1/2)(5D2 + 6DF + 9F2) D2 + 9F2
αηB (1/4)(D − 3F)2 D2 (1/4)(D + 3F)2 D2
βpiB 3/4 3/2 3/4 1/2
βKB 3/2 1 3/2 5/3
βηB 5/12 1/6 5/12 1/2
γDB −4x2K −4x2pi −4x2K −4x2η
γFB 4(x
2
K − x2pi) 0 −4(x2K − x2pi) 0
linear divergences as a → 0. Fortunately, these divergences can be absorbed into
renormalized parameters as follows,





























where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. At this order,
it is convenient to choose mHB = m
r
0. While this reassures that renormalization is
still possible, it leaves open the question of whether or not the finite loop results
are reproduced. Seeing that this is indeed the case is non-trivial. Once more the
asymptotic behavior of the Bessel function, shown in Eq. (3.71), is used in order to






























Using these limits, it is then easy to demonstrate that the result quoted in
Eq. (4.18) reduces to the known dimensional regularization result as required.














4.2.3 The Pion Nucleon Sigma Term at Zero Momentum
As will be discussed again in more detail in chapter 5, the baryon sigma terms are
a class of observables related to the baryon masses. Indeed, at zero momentum
transfer, they can be obtained directly from the expression for the masses via the
Feynman-Hellman theorem. It is fairly straightforward to consider at least one of
these and doing so will provide necessary information when it comes time to estimate
discretization errors in the next section of this chapter. Therefore, consider the pion-






















leading to the following explicit expression,























(D − 3F)2Y ′(a2x2η). (4.29)



























where once again the asymptotic form of the bessel function was used to extract the
limit, the a→ 0 limit is found to be
σpiN → −2m2pi(2br0 + brD + brF)−
9m3pi
64piF 2









(D − 3F)2, (4.33)
as has been obtained from dimensional regularization [13].
4.3 Estimating Discretization Errors
In the previous sections of this chapter, it has been shown that expressions for the
baryon masses and the piN sigma term are the same in both dimensional regular-
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ization and lattice regularization in the limit of vanishing lattice spacing. Different
expressions are obtained when a 6= 0.
Consider first a lattice spacing that satisfies pi/a > Λχ. Most lattice QCD simu-
lations are performed with lattice spacings that satisfy this criterion, but with quark
masses that are larger than the physical values. If lattice QCD computations are
first extrapolated to the continuum, then the chiral extrapolations (i.e. the extrapo-
lations of observables from the simulated quark masses to the physical quark masses)
can use the continuum ChPT Lagrangian. Without the initial extrapolation to the
continuum, lattice QCD data should obey a lattice ChPT Lagrangian instead of the
continuum one. In practice, the a 6= 0 effects of lattice-regularized ChPT should be
O(pa/pi) < O(p/Λχ), where p ∼ mpi is a typical momentum. This can now be tested
explicitly for the observables under discussion.
For completeness, one should also consider a coarser lattice satisfying pi/a < Λχ.
In this case, Eq. (4.17) can be expanded in powers of xi/(4piF ), xi/m0, (pi/a)/(4piF )
and (pi/a)/m0 as follows,









B + higher order, (4.34)
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piN = 0, (4.40)
σ
(2)
piN = −2x2pi(2b0 + bD + bF), (4.41)
and σ
(3)
piN is obtained by subtracting σ
(2)
piN from Eq. (4.29). Recall that the parameters
b0, bD and bF are not dimensionless; they contain an implicit suppression factor due
to their position in L(2)MB.
The four baryon masses plus the piN sigma term are a set of five observables which
depend on five parameters, m0, b0, bD, bF and D, which is why some discussion of the
sigma term is included in this chapter rather then deferred to the next where a more
complete treatment is given. As for other axial coupling, the final free parameter
in the Lagrangian, it is obtained from F = gA − D ≈ 1.267 − D. To determine
discretization errors there are two possible options. One can hold the above mentioned
parameters fixed and determine the a-dependence of each observable, or conversely
hold the observables fixed and determine the a-dependence of each parameter. In
what follows the second option is taken and the experimentally-measured values of
the five observables will be used to determine the five parameters at each lattice
spacing.
All five observables are linear in m0, b0, bD and bF when the lattice spacing
vanishes, but the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.38) introduces quadratic
dependences for nonzero a. This term serves as a reminder that the a 6= 0 extension of
the continuum HBChPT Lagrangian is not unique. This is an important realization
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to make. Indeed there is always the possibility of adding new terms to the Lagrangian
that obey the required symmetries but vanish in limit of a → 0. No such additional
terms have been considered here. However one can consider that the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (4.38) can be eliminated by adding new a-dependent terms to






2 + . . . , (4.42)
with coefficients fixed appropriately. Therefore, in the present discussion this term
will be omitted from calculations. The particular discretization errors which will be
obtained are expected to be representative of a typical lattice ChPT Lagrangian. An
estimate of the possible size of such errors.
Without the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.38), D and F are easily
















4Y (a2x2K)− Y (a2x2pi)− 3Y (a2x2η)
}
. (4.43)
With these couplings in hand, bD can be extracted from mΣ − mΛ, and bF from
mΞ −mN . Finally, b0 is obtained from σpiN and m0 from mN .
Figure 4.2 shows the resulting value of each parameter as a function of the lattice
cutoff. The “experimental” value of σpiN was set to 45 MeV [38], and mη was re-
quired to satisfy Eq. (3.56). As expected, the renormalized parameters are essentially
independent of lattice spacing for pi/a >∼ Λχ; their values in this region are near the
dimensional regularized values, which are ultimately attained as a → 0. Significant
lattice spacing dependences occur for pi/a <∼ 500 MeV. The cubic dependence of the
unrenormalized parameter m0 on the inverse lattice spacing is clearly seen.
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Figure 4.2: Five parameters, obtained by fitting to the experimental values of gA, σpiN
and the four masses of the octet baryons. The sixth parameter is easily obtained as
F = gA−D. The fit to experimental values is redone for each lattice cutoff, pi/a. Both
the (a) renormalized and (b) unrenormalized values of the parameters are plotted.
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Chapter 5
Heavy Baryon ChPT on the
Lattice: Including the Decuplet
5.1 The Decuplet Fields and the Lattice
In this chapter the formulation of HBChPT on the lattice will be further discussed
by adding the decuplet of lightest spin 3
2
fields (see Table 1.5). Once again it is
necessary to begin by considering the Lagrangian. The lowest order terms involving
meson-decuplet and meson-baryon-decuplet interactions were first seen in Eq. (2.50).


















































One notes that in the above a similar transformation to that used to project
out the “heavy” component of the baryons was used on the decuplet fields, a fact
which is here explicitly denoted by use of the subscript v. As is also remarked in
Chapter 2, since this heavy decuplet transformation is not independent of the heavy
baryon transformation, the parameter ∆ appears in the above Lagrangian to denote
the octet-decuplet mass splitting.
































































The first order of business, given this Lagrangian, is to define a lattice covariant
derivative for the decuplet fields. In order to do this it is necessary to understand the
transformation properties of such fields under local chiral transformations. One has
that
T ijkvµ → oilojmoknT lmnvµ , (5.3)
in addition to which the choice vµ = (0, 0, 0, 1) is once again made such that only the
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temporal derivative is needed. With this information it is then possible to see that
aD4T
ijk






ΓL4il(x− a4) + ΓR4il(x− a4)
]





ΓL4jl(x− a4) + ΓR4jl(x− a4)
]





ΓL4kl(x− a4) + ΓR4kl(x− a4)
]
T ijlvµ (x− a4), (5.4)
where
2ΓXµ (x) =
 ξ(x)Lµ(x)ξ†(x+ aµ), for X = L,ξ†(x)Rµ(x)ξ(x+ aµ), for X = R. (5.5)
There is one more issue to deal with in respect to the inclusion of the decuplet. It
is important to remember that the decuplet propagator must always be accompanied
by the projector which eliminates spurious spin 1
2
components from the propagating
field, as was also pointed out in Chapter 2. The continuum version of the product
of the propagator with the necessary projector can be found in Eq. (2.51). On the




ia(δµν − vµvν + 43SµSν)
sin(ap4)− i[a∆+ 2 sin2(ap4/2)]
. (5.6)
One now has all the tools necessary to consider the decuplet contribution to ob-
servables.
5.2 The piN and KN Sigma Terms on the Lattice
Once again it is appropriate to begin by considering observables which can be in a
straightforward way calculated. In Chapter 4, the baryon masses were considered
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and so it is not immediately clear that anything would be gained by returning to
this observable. However, in Chapter 4, there was also discussion of the pion-nucleon
sigma term which was related to the nucleon mass. This discussion was certainly not
exhaustive. In fact there are in total three sigma terms and these terms are of interest
not only at zero momentum transfer but also at the so called Cheng-Dashen point. It
would therefore be useful to return to the sigma terms and investigate them in more
detail.
To give their precise definitions, sigma terms are the scalar form factors of a baryon



















∣∣−u¯u+ 2d¯d+ s¯s∣∣N(p)〉 , (5.9)
where mˆ = (mu+md)/2. The sigma terms vanish in the chiral limit and are therefore
useful in discussions of chiral symmetry and its breaking. Furthermore, they offer a
probe of the nucleon’s strangeness content,















and this quantity continues to be of great interest to many researchers [39].
In order to calculate the sigma terms it is necessary to construct operators of
the form q¯q. The question is how one can go about so doing? One can answer that
question by considering the QCD Lagrangian as shown in Eq. (1.1). In particular the
quark sector of the theory is considered, such that one has
δLQCD = q¯(i 6D −m)q, (5.11)







Figure 5.1: The three one-loop topologies which contribute to a scalar form factor at
leading-loop order in HBChPT with the inclusion of the decuplet. Dashed, solid and
double lines represent mesons, octet baryons and decuplet baryons respectively. The
crossed circle represents the insertion of a q¯q operator.




Since ChPT is an effective field theory of QCD, one can define the requisite op-
erators by differentiating the chiral Lagrangian with respect to the necessary quark













= −4B(b0 + bF + bD) (5.13)
to which the next order contributions come from the loops which are show in Fig. 5.1.
It is important to note that in order to calculate these diagrams it is necessary to
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find the Feynman rule for a “mesonic” q¯q operator. This is simply done by taking
the derivative with respect to the appropriate quark mass of the mesonic sector of
the ChPT Lagrangian.
Completing the calculation it is found that the lattice-regularized Lagrangian leads
to
























































































Table 5.1: Coefficients that appear in the nucleon sigma terms.





1 pi (3/2)(D + F)2 (3/4)(D + F)2 (3/4)(D + F)2
1 K (1/6)(5D2 − 6DF + 9F2) (7/6)D2 −DF + (5/2)F2 (3/2)(D −F)2
1 η (1/18)(D − 3F)2 (5/36)(D − 3F)2 (5/36)(D − 3F)2
2 pi 3/2 3/4 3/4
2 K 3/2 5/2 3/2
2 η 3/4 3/2 25/36
3 pi 2 1 1
3 K 1/4 1/3 1/2














2[(1 + a∆)(1− cos θ4) + a2∆2/2] ,
(5.17)
and their coefficients are defined in Table 5.1. In order for the order-a effects to be
estimated these integrals will be treated numerically.
Following the same approach as was used in Chapter 4, the octet baryon masses
and σpiN(0) are constrained to their physical values for all lattice spacings. One will
recall that these five observables are functions of five parameters: m0, b0, bD, bF
and D. The other axial coupling is F ≡ 1.267 − D. With these parameters fixed,
and using well-accepted values for the constants C = −1.5 [27] and ∆ = 231 MeV
[40], predictions are obtained for the KN sigma terms as shown in Fig. 5.2. One
will immediately notice that the KN sigma terms approach their continuum values
very quickly 1: at pi/a = 1 GeV the difference is O(20%) and at pi/a = 6 GeV the
1By “quickly” it is meant that the lattice effects vanish rapidly when compared to the scale set
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Figure 5.2: Kaon-nucleon sigma terms (in units of GeV) as functions of lattice spacing.
Five of the Lagrangian parameters are fixed by requiring the octet baryon masses and
σpiN(0) to equal their experimental values at all lattice spacings. The remaing two
parameters, arising from the decuplet contributions, are set to well accepted values.
difference is O(1%).
Now considering the sigma terms at non-zero momentum transfer one notes that
the momentum dependences of the scalar form factors are parameter-free. This is to
say that all the lattice spacing effects are exclusively from loop diagrams.
As a representative example consider the running of the piN sigma term to the so
by the values of a used in modern lattice simulations.
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called Cheng-Dashen point. Note that in Euclidean notation this point is character-
ized by q2 = −2m2pi. The value of the sigma term at this point is then obtained from
the scalar vertex with incoming momentum set to q = iQ
a
where Q ≡ (0, 0,√2axpi, 0).
One can then obtain numerical results directly from the integral expression,


























λ cos θλ coshQk)
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λ cos θλ coshQk)
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λ cos θλ coshQλ)
2 + (
∑3
k=1 sin θk sinhQk)
2]
× (1 + a∆− cos θ4)
(1 + a∆)(1− cos θ4) + a2∆2/2 , (5.19)
and the results are plotted in Fig. 5.3. In this case, lattice spacing effects are at the
few percent level for pi/a = 6 GeV.























Figure 5.3: The difference (in units of MeV) between the pion-nucleon sigma term at
the Cheng-Dashen point and at q2 = 0, as a function of lattice spacing.
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5.3 The Baryon Magnetic Moments
5.3.1 Non-renormalization of the Electromagnetic Vertex
A recurring issue in cut-off type regularization schemes is the breaking of the local
gauge symmetries of the theory. This is, for example, apparent in the charge renor-
malization of the electron in Quantum Electrodynamics when a simple cut-off of the
momenta in the loop integrals is used. (See for example [41]). It is a useful final
check of the consistency of the lattice approach, which one will recall is supposed to
be locally gauge invariant by construction, to see if a similar problem might arise
here. This is one reason why the calculation of the magnetic moments of the octet
baryons is the second observable which will be considered in this chapter.
To perform this calculation, however, some terms which were not previously shown




















† + ξ†FRµνξ, Bv]
)
. (5.21)
One will note that these two new terms are simply generalized and Euclideanized
versions of terms which were already included in Eq. (2.45). It is also necessary
to mention that the field strength tensors appearing in the above are as defined in
Eq. (3.11).
Given these two new terms as well as those found in Eq. (2.45) and those found
in Eq. (5.1), one can now proceed with the calculation. To begin it is useful to realize
that, in order to calculate the electromagnetic form factors of an octet baryon, one
need only consider contributions arising from photonic external fields. This is to say
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that one can simply identify the photon field, Aµ(x), with the more general external
spin-1 fields appearing in the HBChPT Lagrangian by requiring
Lµ(x) = Rµ(x) = exp [−iaeQAµ(x)] , (5.22)
where Q = diag(2/3,−1/3,−1/3). Looking at the resulting Lagrangian one can see
that the leading order contributions to an octet baryon’s electromagnetic vertex will
come from L(1)MB and that the next-to-leading order corrections will arise from the





















where q = p′ − p is the momentum transfer, QB denotes the electric charge of the
baryon, and the µLOB are the leading order expressions for the magnetic moments.
These expressions are identical to those shown in Eq. (2.8) so they will not be repeated
here.
An immediately obvious feature of Eq. (5.23) is that the term containing QB is
purely temporal and the µLOB term is purely spatial within the chosen frame, since
vµ = (0, 0, 0, 1)⇒ S ·v = 0. The next step in the calculation is to move to leading loop
order. Doing this, one finds that the corrections to the matrix element of Eq. (5.23)
are generated by the loop topologies shown in Fig. 5.4.
With these loop topologies in hand, it is appropriate to return to the issue of the









Figure 5.4: One-loop contributions to an octet baryon’s electromagnetic vertex.
Dashed, solid, double and wavy lines represent mesons, octet baryons, decuplet
baryons and photons respectively. δZ denotes the contribution to wave function
renormalization that arises from the diagrams in Fig. 5.5.
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renormalization of QB is required by the gauge symmetries, though the parameters
in µLOB can and will be renormalized. To probe this issue one can therefore verify this
nonrenormalization in the Lattice Regularized Theory. As a representative example
the proton’s charge is discussed, but the calculation outlined can be applied to any
of the octet baryons. In any case to verify that QB is indeed non-renormalized it
is sufficient to work at vanishing momentum transfer. One will also recall that in
the frame implicitly selected by the choice of vµ = (0, 0, 0, 1) the momentum of each
external baryon is simply (0, 0, 0, imB) plus corrections which are of negligibly higher
order in the chiral expansion.
For the proton, the contribution of the diagram in Fig. 5.4(a) to the matrix element









































In which xM and W4(²

































One will notice that this contribution is quadratically divergent as a → 0. Dimen-
sional regularization does not show power divergences, and Fig. 5.4(a) vanishes exactly
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in that scheme.
Figure 5.4(b) is nonzero only if the loop meson is pi± or K±. For the pion loop,








































































The only other contribution to the renormalization of QB that is independent of
the axial couplings (D and F) and the decuplet (with coupling C) comes from the
tadpole contribution to wave function renormalization. As discussed in Chapter 4 ,
the lowest-order octet baryon two-point function is




















































Figure 5.5: One-loop contributions to the wave function renormalization of an octet
baryon. Dashed, solid and double lines represent mesons, octet baryons and decuplet
baryons respectively.
This is precisely what was required to facilitate the expected non-renormalization,
since Eqs. (5.25), (5.27) and (5.30) give
M(a) +M(b) + ievµδZ(a)p = 0. (5.31)




(D + F)2G0(a2x2pi), (5.32)


















[4 + ²2/2−∑λ cos(aqλ)][sin(aq4)− iaM − 2i sin2(aq4/2)]2 .
(5.35)
































[sin(aq4)− 2i sin2(aq4/2)][4 + a2x2pi/2−
∑
λ cos(aqλ)]
= (D + F)2G0(a2x2pi), (5.36)











(D2 + 3F2)G0(a2x2K). (5.37)
Next, one can consider the wave function renormalization of Fig. 5.5(b). For a pi0

























where the external baryon momentum is m0v+ k and δX produces a mass renormal-
ization. The limits of integration have been chosen to ensure that the momentum of
each internal propagator remains within the lattice’s Brillouin zone over the entire
domain of q integration. (See also Chapter 4) As it happens, the k-dependences in








(D + F)2G0(a2x2pi), (5.39)
which exactly cancels the pi0 loop from Eq. (5.32). In the same way, replacing the pi0
in δZ by each of the other mesons serves to exactly cancel Eqs. (5.33), (5.34), (5.36)
and (5.37).
Finally, the decuplet contributions of Figs. 5.4(e), 5.4(f) and 5.5(c) are found to



























Thus, all corrections to the proton’s electric charge at first loop order in the chiral
expansion sum to zero, and the non-renormalization of electric charge is confirmed.
5.3.2 Magnetic Moments: The Results
Having confirmed that there is no problem with the non-renormalization of the electric
charge in the lattice regularized theory one can consider the magnetic moments of the
octet baryons in and of themselves. In this subsection the effects of placing HBChPT
on the lattice on the moments will be investigated. The one-loop corrections to
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octet baryon magnetic moments come specifically from Figs. 5.4(d) and 5.4(f). These
diagrams were discussed in the previous subsection, but only for vanishing momentum
transfer. This is not sufficient to obtain magnetic moments.
In this calculation it is convenient to choose the Breit frame where the incoming
baryon has momentum m0v−q/2 and the outgoing baryon has momentum m0v+q/2,
and to choose the integration momentum to be the internal baryon’s momentum. This
choice displays symmetries in the integrand that help to simplify the calculations.
Notice that higher order corrections to the external baryon momenta have already
been omitted, and that m0 is equal to the physical mass in these loop diagrams since
the difference is of higher chiral order.
The evaluation of Figs. 5.4(d) and 5.4(f) for arbitrary momentum transfer q gives























where the last two terms are from Figs. 5.4(d) and 5.4(f) respectively. Both of these










[4 + ²2/2−∑λ cos(aqλ)]2 [sin(aq4)− iaM − 2i sin2(aq4/2)]
(5.48)
but with one key difference. For the decuplet diagram it is H∆ that enters, and the
mass splitting ∆ ensures that the integrand has no singularities on the domain of
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cos(aqµ) cos(aqν)[1 + a∆− cos(aq4)]
[4 + ²2/2−∑λ cos(aqλ)] [(1 + a∆)(1− cos(aq4)) + a2∆2/2]
. (5.49)
For the octet diagram there is a singularity, and therefore one must integrate
around it according to the usual “+i²” prescription for field theory. Some details of
this procedure in the context of lattice regularization were previously discussed in the
course of the calculation of the octet baryon masses in Chapter 4, so here the final

















3 + ²2/2−∑3k=1 cos(aqk)]
]
. (5.50)
This too is easily evaluated numerically.


















where the coefficients are listed in Table 5.2. HM diverges as a→ 0, but the offending
terms can be absorbed into renormalized definitions of µD and µF . The result is then
identical to that obtained from dimensional regularization. However lattice regular-
ization also allows one to compute at nonzero a, and it is particularly interesting to
consider lattice spacings that are typical of lattice QCD simulations.
Using the experimental values of µp and µn to fix the parameters µD and µF , the
other seven magnetic moments become predictions of the theory, and are plotted as a
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p 1/3 1 (D + F)2 (2/3)D2 + 2F2 2/9 -1/18
n -2/3 0 −(D + F)2 (D −F)2 -2/9 -1/9
Σ+ 1/3 1 (2/3)D2 + 2F2 (D + F)2 -1/18 2/9
Σ0 1/3 0 0 2DF 0 1/6
Σ− 1/3 -1 −(2/3)D2 − 2F2 −(D −F)2 1/18 1/9
Ξ0 -2/3 0 (D −F)2 −(D + F)2 -1/9 -2/9
Ξ− 1/3 -1 −(D −F)2 −(2/3)D2 − 2F2 1/9 1/18





3)DF (2/√3)DF 1/(3√3) 1/(6√3)
function of the lattice cutoff pi/a in Fig. 5.6. The plot assumes standard experimental
values for the coefficients appearing within loops: D = 0.75, F = 0.50, and C = 1.5.
These values could be varied within experimental uncertainties, but such details do
not significantly affect the present interest which is the size of discretization effects.
As seen in Fig. 5.6, each magnetic moment smoothly approaches the correspond-
ing dimensional regularized result at pi/a → ∞. These limiting values are given in
Table 5.3. The agreement with experiment is not particularly impressive at this chiral
order, as has been known for some time [42]. The situation is dramatically improved
at next chiral order [43]. The focus of this discussion is on the discretization effects
rather than a precise comparison to experiment so such issues will not be further
investigated.
For pi/a = 6 GeV, Table 5.3 shows that the relative sizes of discretization effects
vary from a few percent to a factor of 2 or more, depending on which magnetic moment
is chosen. The large variation is somewhat misleading: the absolute discretizations
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Figure 5.6: Octet baryon magnetic moments (in units of µN) as functions of lat-
tice spacing. Lagrangian parameters are fixed by requiring the proton and neutron
magnetic moments to equal their experimental values at all lattice spacings.
Table 5.3: A comparison of the magnetic moments at pi/a = 6.0 GeV, corresponding
to a = 0.10 fm, and their values in the continuum limit.
B Σ+ Σ0 Σ− Ξ0 Ξ− Λ ΛΣ0
µB(a = 0) 1.64 0.12 -1.40 -0.14 -0.98 -0.12 1.11
µB(a = 0.1fm)/µB(a = 0) 1.11 1.94 0.97 2.58 1.01 1.95 1.05
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are quite comparable for all magnetic moments, as is evident from Fig. 5.6. However,
even O(10%→ 30%) discretization uncertainties are significant in this context, since
chiral corrections are typically of this order too. If ChPT is being employed as a
way to determine chiral effects in lattice QCD, then these discretization effects must
be considered. Notice that pi/a = 6 GeV corresponds to a lattice spacing of 0.1 fm,
which is typical of modern lattice QCD simulations.
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Chapter 6
The Lattice and the U(1) Anomaly
in QCD
6.1 Introduction to the Anomalous Sector of
ChPT
In the previous chapter matters pertaining to local gauge invariance were considered,
as was the addition of the decuplet to the HBChPT Lagrangian. There remains,
however, one sector of the theory which has yet to be considered. This is the so-
called anomalous sector. This section of the effective field theory is just as important
as those previously discussed since without it several important effects couldn’t be
treated in ChPT. For example the principle decay mode of the neutral pion pi(0) → γγ
is an anomalous decay [44], the amplitude for which would be zero in the absence of
this sector.
Anomalies, or anomalous symmetry breaking, are interesting in and of themselves
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because they are purely quantum effects. When anomalous symmetry breaking occurs
it is because the classical symmetries of the Lagrangian are expressly broken by
quantum corrections arising in the theory. In this particular case, the symmetry in
question is the U(1) axial symmetry of a Lagrangian containing chiral fermions. It
is important to note that the U(1) anomaly is not restricted to ChPT but is indeed
a feature of any Lagrangian containing the correct fermionic terms [45]. To begin
to understand the U(1) anomaly, it is appropriate to begin at the level of the QCD
Lagrangian.
In the limit of massless quarks the Lagrangian of QCD contains an invariance
under global U(1) axial transformations given by:
Ψ→ Ψ′ = e−iβγ5Ψ (6.1)
One will therefore expect, from Noether’s theorem, a classically conserved axial







where the qi are the (approximately) massless quark flavors. If one will admit to
three light, approximately massless quarks then the above is obviously an SU(3)
singlet current. Since this SU(3) singlet current is classically conserved one would
expect that ∂µJ
(0)
5µ = 0. However as shall be shown below this is actually not the
end of the story! In the full quantum theory, even in the chiral limit, one gets
a value for the Ward-Takahashi identity that is non-zero, in contravention to the
classical Noether’s theorem result. This is an explicit example of symmetry breaking
by quantum corrections.
In order to see this, one will start by considering the path integral for QCD in
the presence of an axial current external source aµ. One then has that the generating
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functional is given by








LQCD(Ψ, Ψ¯, Aλ)− aµJ (0)µ5
)}
. (6.3)
To study a given current, such as J
(0)µ
5 , associated with a given classical symmetry
one should properly consider the generating functional of connected diagrams which is
simply ln{W [aµ, Aλ]}. Then using this one can define matrix elements of the current,











Now making the identification−∂µβ = δaµ where β(x) comes from an infinitesimal
transformation on the set of fields {Ψ} and {Ψ¯} such that
Ψ¯i 6∂Ψ → Ψ¯i 6∂Ψ+ ∂µβΨ¯γµγ5Ψ = Ψ¯(1− iβγ5)i 6∂(1− iβγ5)Ψ
= Ψ¯′i 6∂Ψ′. (6.5)





5µ (x) = ln (W [aµ − ∂µβ,Aµ])− ln (W [aµ, Aµ]) . (6.6)
In order to solve for ∂µJ¯
(0)µ
5 it is necessary to note that the ∂µβ term can be
absorbed into a redefiniton of the fermion fields. This should be obvious from Eq. 6.3.
Using this redefintion one can rewrite the Lagrangian in terms of the transformed
fields Ψ′ and Ψ¯′. One obtains
LQCD(Ψ, Ψ¯, Aλ)− ∂µβJ (0)5µ = LQCD(Ψ′, Ψ¯′, Aλ). (6.7)
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Furthermore, it is necessary to change from Ψ to Ψ′ in the path integration. In a
general such transformation it is possible that the Jacobean J is non-trivial so this





At this stage one can make the educated guess that J is independent of Ψ and Ψ¯
such that it can be taken outside of the path integral, resulting in








LQCD(Ψ′, Ψ¯′, Aλ)− aµJ (0)µ5
)}
= JW [aµ, Aλ]. (6.9)
Thus, in this case, the anomaly physics can only arise in the Jacobian of the
transformation. (It is important to note in passing that this is not always true.) One





5µ (x) = ln(J ). (6.10)
In order to obtain information about J¯
(0)
5µ (x) it is therefore necessary to calculate
the Jacobian J . In general, due to the Grassmann nature of the fermion fields, one
can show that in a general change of variables
J = [det(C)]−1, (6.11)
where C is the transformation matrix between the primed and unprimed variables.
Using this general form one can conclude that, in this case,
J = [det(eiβγ5)]−1[det(eiβγ5)]−1, (6.12)
in which the duplication of the factor [det(C)]−1 is due to the presence of both the
Ψ and Ψ¯ fields as integration variables. Using the identity det(C) = exp{tr[ln(C)]},
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which is well known and can be found in for example [41], one can simplify the above
to
J = e−2itr(βγ5), (6.13)
where tr is understood to be a trace acting over spacetime indices, Dirac indices,






with Tr now acting only over the Dirac, color and flavor spaces. Unfortunately,
there are still difficulties as the Jacobian is divergent. It must therefore be properly
regulated. Using the approach first proposed by Fujikawa, the high energy eigenmodes
of the Dirac field are removed in a gauge-invariant way. To do this one can, for











in which 6D is the QCD covariant derivative. The insertion of a complete set of
eigenfunctions of 6D exponentially removes those with large eigenvalues. One is left
with the problem of evaluating an expression containing the form〈
x
∣∣exp[−(6D/M)2∣∣ x〉 . (6.16)
This can be done using the well known heat kernel method [45] in which the matrix
element is essentially expressed as a power series in 1/M2. Using this approach one
obtains〈
x










+ · · ·
]
, (6.17)




















σρτλaF aρτ ]]. (6.18)
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To push this calculation to a close, one had to use the fact that
6D 6D = DµDµ + g3λ
a
4
σµνF aµν . (6.20)
One also now needs to recall that
Tr(γ5σ
µνσαβ) = −4i²µναβ (6.21)













Note that in this expression the dual of the field strength tensor
F¯ aµν = ²µναβF aαβ (6.23)
was used. Note also that the operation of Tr has produced factors for three colors as
well as behavior appropriate for traces over gamma matrices. With a final expression
for the Jacobian it can be written that























which is most definitely not zero! In other words, the Ward-Takahashi Identity for
this symmetry expressly demonstrates that the classical symmetry is not preserved in
the full quantum theory. Now if non-zero quark masses are included, the calculation
can still be performed, much as was outlined above, and one obtains
∂µJ¯
(0)









for three quark flavors. It is interesting to note that masses do not modify the coeffi-
cient of the anomaly. This is basically because it arises from the ultraviolet divergent
parts of the theory, which would, obviously, be insensitive to masses. Furthermore,
it is useful to note that one will not have to go through these lengthy calculations for
each new application of the anomaly. A general form for the anomalous coupling of
the currents











A are matrices in the space of quark flavors, was given by Bardeen






















where Nc is the number of colors. At this stage, it is instructive to explore how the
anomaly behaves in the presence of mesons. To simplify the calculation one can use
[45] the familiar sigma model with fermions included to treat this question. This is
because this model contains the same anomaly structure as QCD. It is useful to note
that it is a feature of the anomaly that the presence of fermions having the same
quantum numbers as quarks will always produce the same results [45]. The starting
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point for this calculation will therefore be the Lagrangian
L = Ψ¯i 6∂Ψ− gv (Ψ¯LUΨR + Ψ¯RU †ΨL)+ · · · (6.29)
in which Ψ¯R and Ψ¯L are obviously the right and left handed components of Ψ¯ and
the same can be said of ΨR and ΨL. One should also note that a kinetic term for
the meson fields contained in U has not been included since it will not be necessary.
Proceeding from here one makes, on Eq. (6.29), the change of variable
Ψ′′L = ξ
†ΨL , Ψ′′R = ξΨR. (6.30)
This yields
L = Ψ¯′′(i 6D −M)Ψ′′ Dµ = ∂µ + iV¯µ + iA¯µγ5,











For this change of variables the Jacobian is, once again, not unity, however in this
case one is interested not in matrix elements of the current but rather in an effective
action for the meson component. One therefore starts by integrating out the fermionic
content of the theory, one has the functional

















= exp [ln (J )] exp [tr {ln (i 6D −M)}] (6.32)
Since it can be shown that the term containing (i 6D−M) will not contribute to the
anomaly, getting the requisite physics once again devolves to calculating the Jacobian
of the transformation. In order to facilitate this calculation an approach based on
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the integration of a sequence of infinitesimal transformations will be used. Thus the




] = exp[iφτ ], Uτ = ξτξτ (6.33)
where τ is a continuous parameter such that ξ = ξτ=1. Transformations induced by
the infinitesimal parameter δτ will give rise to the infinitesimal quantities ξδτ and δJ .
One then has














In analogy with the previous calculation in this section one can see that




|τ=0 = −2itr(φγ5). (6.37)
Once again the representation of tr(φγ5) must be regularized, to do this one uses
the same approach as before with a slight modification. One writes:
tr(φγ5) = lim
²→0
tr(φγ5 exp[−² 6Dτ 6Dτ ]), (6.38)
in which the covariant derivative Dµτ is given by





where V¯ µτ and A¯
µ
τ are as defined previously with the exception that ξ has been replaced
by ξτ . Using the fact that the product 6Dτ 6Dτ can be expressed in the form
6Dτ 6Dτ = dµdµ + σ (6.40)
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dµ = ∂µ + iV¯τµ + σµνA¯
ν
τγ5 = ∂µ + Γτµ
σ = −2A¯τµA¯µτ + i[(∂µ + iV¯τµ), A¯µτ ]γ5
























+ a2 + · · ·
])
. (6.41)















+ · · · (6.42)
where the ellipses denote contributions not involving ²µναβ and the factor Nc comes
from the trace over color space. From this one can conclude that the effective action
is






















+ · · · (6.43)
This result expresses the entire effect of the anomaly on the mesons. The neglected
terms are model dependent effects which are rightfully completely ignored. Proceed-
ing from this result one would like to know that the impact of the anomaly is in
the presence of gauge fields. For this purpose, it is useful to generalize the fermion
couplings to include arbitrary left and right handed currents lµ and rµ. One therefore
begins with the Lagrangian
L = Ψ¯i 6 DΨ− gv (Ψ¯LUΨR + Ψ¯RU †ΨL)+ · · · (6.44)








The calculation of the Jacobian then involves the operator







where l¯µ and r¯µ will be explicitly defined in Eq. (6.47). One can now invoke the

















(l¯µν r¯αβ + r¯µν l¯αβ)− 2i
3




, v¯µν = ξ
†lµνξ + ξrµνξ†, l¯µν = ξ†lµνξ, r¯µν = ξrµνξ†,
l¯µ = ξ






This is the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) anomaly action [47] that describes the
anomalous interactions of mesons with each other and with left and right handed
gauge fields. One pauses at this point to note that, while it is true that most of the
τ integrals in the above effective action can be performed, Eq. (6.46) is perhaps the
most convenient and compact way of expressing the effective action and is suitable for
the purposes at hand. The introduction to the U(1) anomaly will therefore conclude
here.
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6.2 Looking at the Anomaly for Wilson Fermions
As has been shown in the previous section, the WZW action is special in that its
continuum form can be uniquely derived, with no unknown coefficients at leading
chiral order, from an underlying fermion action. In fact, Aoki has shown that the
unique continuum WZW action can also be derived from the lattice Wilson action
[48]-[50].
Alternatively, one might be interested in defining a lattice effective action that
resides in the same discrete spacetime where the underlying fermion action resides.
However, a unique lattice WZW effective action cannot be derived from the Wilson
fermion action. Here this issue will be discussed closely. It is necessary to note that the
approach used will follow the work of [48]-[50] but without invoking the continuum.
Note that in the following powers of a will be suppressed, in other words the choice
a = 1 has implicitly been made. This is perfectly allowable since a can always be
reintroduced at any point in the calculation through dimensional arguments.































One will note here that the structures Ln,n±µ and Rn,n±ν are implicitly defined in
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terms of the more familiar parallel transporters Rµ and Lµ. Also, in the above, the
objects PR and PL are the right and left handed projection operators. Except for the
chiral symmetry breaking Wilson term (proportional to r), this action is invariant
under local chiral transformations,
ψLn → hnψLn ,
ψRn → gnψRn ,
Lm,n → hmLm,nh†n,
Rm,n → gmRm,ng†n, (6.49)
where hn ∈ SUL(Nf ) and gn ∈ SUR(Nf ). One should note that, following [48]- [50],
the Wilson term has not been gauged. Now in order to obtain the WZW effective
action, consider the axial transformation,
ψLn → ξ†nψLn ,
ψRn → ξnψRn ,
Lm,n → L′m,n ≡ ξ†mLm,nξn,
Rm,n → R′m,n ≡ ξmRm,nξ†n, (6.50)
where, as would be expected, ξ2n = Un = exp(−iλapian/F ). The WZW action is defined
to be the difference
WWZW = W (L
′, R′)−W (L,R) (6.51)
where W stands for the generating functional of connected diagrams. One also has




[−S(W )(L,R)] . (6.52)
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In order to calculate the difference between W (L,R) and W (L′, R′), it is useful
to consider a continuous series of infinitesimal axial transformations as was done in
the previous section. One then invokes the extension ξ → ξτ as was previously done.







W (Lτ , Rτ ) (6.53)








were used. Now one has that
W = − ln(Z) = − ln[det(D)] = −tr[ln(D)] (6.55)
in which tr is the trace over flavor, color, position and Dirac indices. Using this result














with Trn now the trace over flavor and Dirac indices at fixed lattice site n. One then






































where n once again sums over all lattice sites but l is just an integer index. In addition




























Qµm,n = m,ncµ + ∂m,nsµ − 2δm,n(1− cµ),
T µm,n = 2∂m,ncµ +m,nsµ,
∂m,n = (δm+µ,n − δm−µ,n)/2,
m,n = δm+µ,n + δm−µ,n − 2δm,n,
cµ = cos(kµ),
sµ = i sin(kµ). (6.60)
In the continuum limit, ∂m,n and m,n collapse to local derivatives and the sum-
mations can be performed explicitly [49]. The expression for WWZW reproduces the
well-known anomaly. The approach needed to see this proceeds as follows. It is know
that in the continuum limit the WZW is of fourth chiral order and contains up to
three gauge fields which are the generators of the parallel transporters L and R. In
addition the anomaly term must be proportional to the totally anti-symmetric tensor
²µναβ. One can use this to extract terms that will contribute to the anomaly form
Al,n. To do this it is necessary to decide to which chiral order terms appearing in
Al,n will contribute. If one desires to go to the continuum, it is possible to see that
the parallel transporters must contribute one power to the chiral power counting and
QL/R will have pieces that contribute at zeroth, first and second chiral order.
One example of a term that would then contribute to a continuum resummation
would be a term with three insertions of L 6T with an additional product of sµ∂µ from










































(m+ 2)(m+ 1)m(m− 1)(m− 2)[Tr
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where m = l
2
, B = 2
∑
µ(cµ − 1) and Tˆµ = cµ∂ + sµ. In which power counting was
used to pull out terms which can contribute. This form can then be summed over l
to give a closed analytic form for the term’s contribution to the anomaly.
Unfortunately, on a lattice, the summation over l in Eq. (6.58) does not produce
a closed analytic form. The problem being, as shall now be argued, that terms with
arbitrarily many powers of Qµ, as defined in Eq. (6.60), can contribute at low chiral
orders thus there is no means to resum the series shown in Eq. (6.58).
To consider the question raised above it is appropriate to choose a two dimensional
space-time in order to simplify the mathematics. The result obtained being general,
the extension to the regular four dimensional space time is straight-forward. By
setting l = 2 one can obtain, from Eq. (6.58), a typical term which will contribute to
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+ · · ·
(6.62)
This term can be generalized to an arbitrary number of Qµ insertions arising from















where only relevant factors are shown, the mi are integers, and the shorthand∑
µQµ = Q has been introduced. To simplify further consider making the choice














where the functions f and g are implicitly defined, r, t and s are integers and the
indices k and m previously implicitly suppressed (see for example the definition of

















Qˆµm,n = cµm,n + sµ∂m,n (6.67)
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It is also useful to note that there must be at least one Qˆν=1m,n in the trace of Eq. (6.64)
since otherwise the momentum integral would vanish due to the oddness of the inte-
grand. Since this is the case it is therefore sufficient to consider instead of Eq. (6.64)






























m,n forms a closed path with m as an intermediate lattice site. Note
here that Trn is non-zero only for closed paths on the lattice. As a general constant
Qˆrn,mQˆ
s






νiν∂jν Qˆsn,m = ckνslνkν∂lν (6.69)
with i + j = r and k + l = s it follows that exactly one of the products iν∂jν or
kν∂lν must be odd under ν → −ν, whereas the other one is even. For simplicity, one
assumes that Qˆrn,m is even and Qˆ
s
m,n is odd. This is to say that
i−ν∂j−ν = (−1)jiν∂jν = iν∂jν ,
k−ν∂l−ν = (−1)lkν∂lν = −kν∂lν . (6.70)
Moving on, the product iν∂jν can be decomposed as
iν∂jν = ai+jδp+(i+j)ν,m + · · ·+ a0,0δ0,0 + · · ·+ a−i−jδp−(i+j)ν,m. (6.71)
From the transformation property under ν → −ν it follows that ak = a−k. For
k−ν∂l−ν the decomposition is
k−ν∂l−ν = bk+lδm+(k+l)ν,p + · · ·+ b0,0δ0,0 + · · ·+ b−k−lδm−(k+l)ν,p (6.72)
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with bm = −b−m and in particular b0 = 0.
It is now possible to show that, if one picks out a specific class of terms with an
increasing number of Qˆ, such terms still contribute to second chiral order. That is
to say they contain terms equivalent to two derivatives in the continuum. One can
make the particular choice of r = 1 and s ≥ 1. Further simplifying the problem, the
choice Qˆr = Qˆ = cνν is made. The trace in Eq. (6.68) then includes the product
(δp+ν,m + δp−ν,m − 2δp,m)(bk+lδm+(k+l)ν,p + · · ·+ b−k−lδm−(k+l)ν,p). (6.73)
In order to form a closed path, the only contributing pieces are
−δp+ν,mδm−ν,p + δp−ν,mδm+ν,n (6.74)
Inserting this in Eq. (6.68) yields a contribution of second chiral order. There is no
suppression of higher powers in Q already in this example and so they can not be
summed up in closed analytic form. The operative point is that the limit a→ 0 does
not commute with the summation
∑
l in Eq. (6.58). Unfortunately, this is the end of
any hope to derive the lattice WZW action directly from the lattice Wilson action.
6.3 A Phenomenological WZW Term at Non-zero
Lattice Spacing
6.3.1 The Effective Action
Having argued in the previous section that it is not possible to directly derive a phe-
nomenologically useful effective action for the WZW term at non-zero lattice spacing,
it is proposed that one can at least formulate an effective action that will allow the
estimation of lattice effects. To do this one appeals to the same approach used in
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the previous Chapters: one defines the simplest possible action on the lattice that
has the correct symmetry properties as well as the correct continuum limit. The
principal disadvantage to this procedure being that it is not unique and will certainly
not provide the one to one correspondence between the fermionic formulation and the
WZW term which would have resulted had the approach presented above succeeded.
Nevertheless this procedure seems to be the only means at hand to reliably estimate
the lattice effects.
The first step in moving to a lattice formulation will be to Euclideanize the action























(l¯µν r¯αβ + r¯µν l¯αβ)− 2i
3
(a¯µa¯ν v¯αβ + a¯µv¯ναa¯β + v¯µν a¯αa¯β)
}]
(6.75)
Now one must consider the transformation properties of the objects involved in
Eq. (6.75). One has, in the continuum, that under local SU(3)R × SU(3)L transfor-
mations
ξ(x) → L(x)ξ(x)V †(x) = V (x)ξ(x)R†(x), U(x)→ L(x)U(x)R†(x),
lµν → L(x)lµνL†(x), rµν → R(x)rµνR†(x),
lµ → L(x)lµL†(x) + i(∂µL(x))L†(x), rµ → R(x)rµR†(x) + i(∂µR(x))R†(x).
(6.76)
Using the above it is trivial to show that in the continuum:
aµ → V (x)a¯µV †(x),
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v¯µν → V (x)v¯µνV †(x),
l¯µν → V (x)l¯µνV †(x),
r¯µν → V (x)r¯µνV †(x). (6.77)
In order to obtain a correct lattice theory, it is imperative that the lattice for-
mulation of the objects in Eq. (6.77) have the same transformation properties. First
consider the object aµ as it contains derivatives of the field ξ. In order to obtain the
lattice version one replaces the derivative by a finite difference. In this instance, it is
convenient to choose the following:
ξ†(x)∂µξ(x)− ξ(x)∂µξ†(x) → 1
4a
[ξ†(x)U(x+ aµ)ξ†(x)− ξ†(x)U(x− aµ)ξ†(x)
− ξ(x)U †(x+ aµ)ξ(x) + ξ(x)U †(x− aµ)ξ(x)] (6.78)
One can easily verify that Eq. (6.78) has the correct continuum limit as well as
the correct global invariance properties. However, this is not sufficient as a locally
invariant theory is required. In order to obtain local invariance it is necessary to
use the parallel transporters, Rµ(x) ∈ SUR(3) and Lµ(x) ∈ SUL(3) which were first
defined in Chapter 3. Using the parallel transporters and the known transformation
properties of a¯µ one obtains the full lattice version corresponding to the choice of






− ξ†(x)L†(x− aµ)U(x− aµ)Rµ(x− aµ)ξ†(x)
− ξ(x)Rµ(x)U †(x+ aµ)L†µ(x)ξ(x)
+ ξ(x)R†µ(x− aµ)U †(x− aµ)Lµ(x− aµ)ξ(x)] (6.79)
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Taking the continuum limit of Eq. (6.79) one quickly recovers the continuum
definition of a¯µ.
It now becomes necessary to consider the remaining objects in Eq. (6.77). It is to
be noted that each of these objects contains either or both of the field strength tensors
lµν and rµν so it is necessary to use the lattice formulation for the field strength tensor.
The definition for this object is given in Eq. (3.11). One then makes the substitutions:
lµν → FLµν(x), (6.80)
rµν → FRµν(x), (6.81)
as well as expressing the integral over all of four-space into a sum over all lattice sites





















(l¯µν r¯αβ + r¯µν l¯αβ)− 2i
3
(a¯µa¯ν v¯αβ + a¯µv¯ναa¯β + v¯µν a¯αa¯β)}]. (6.82)
One final note on the lattice effective action. It is easy to see that, like its contin-
uum counterpart, the above action is not invariant under the full SU(3)R × SU(3)L
symmetry group. Rather it is only invariant under the vector subgroup SU(3)V . In
order to see this one must set L(x) = R(x) which then necessarily implies L(x) =
R(x) = V (x). It can then be trivially shown that the action is invariant.
6.3.2 pi → γγ Decay at Tree Level on the Lattice
Perhaps the simplest application of the effective action developed in the previous
section is the calculation of the the decay of pi0 → γγ at tree level. The terms that
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(l¯µν r¯αβ + r¯µν l¯αβ)]. (6.83)
Since it is only necessary to deal with photons, the above effective action can be
simplified by setting Rµ(x) = Lµ(x) = Vµ(x). One then has only to deal with a single
lattice field strength tensor Fµν . Additionally, one need only deal with a single pi field













Using the definition of the field strength tensor on the lattice, one can expand out








²µναβTr[pi(x)[Vα(x+ aβ) + Vα(x− aα + aβ)
− Vα(x− aα − aβ)− Vα(x− aβ)− Vβ(x+ aα)− Vβ(x+ aα − aβ)
+ Vβ(x− aα) + Vβ(x− aα − aβ)]
× [Vµ(x+ aν) + Vµ(x− aµ + aν)− Vµ(x− aν)− Vµ(x− aµ − aν)
− Vν(x+ aµ)− Vν(x+ aµ − aν) + Vν(x− aµ) + Vν(x− aµ − aν)]](6.85)
The object Vµ(x) is the lie algebra valued vector field that appears in the combined
“vector” field strength tensor. It is defined by Vµ(x) = eQAµ(x) where Aµ(x) is once
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again the photon field, e the charge of the electron, and Q = diag[2/3− 1/3− 1/3] is
still the diagonal quark charge matrix.
One is then left with an effective action segment which will contribute to the








²µναβ[Aα(x+ aβ) + Aα(x− aα + aβ)
− Aα(x− aα − aβ)− Aα(x− aβ)− Aβ(x+ aα)− Aβ(x+ aα − aβ)
+ Aβ(x− aα) + Aβ(x− aα − aβ)][Aµ(x+ aν) + Aµ(x− aµ + aν)
− Aµ(x− aν)− Aµ(x− aµ − aν)− Aν(x+ aµ)− Aν(x+ aµ − aν)






























²µναβ[Aα(x+ aβ) + Aα(x− aα + aβ)
− Aα(x− aα − aβ)− Aα(x− aβ)− Aβ(x+ aα)− Aβ(x+ aα − aβ)
+ Aβ(x− aα) + Aβ(x− aα − aβ)][Aµ(x+ aν)
+ Aµ(x− aµ + aν)− Aµ(x− aν)− Aµ(x− aµ − aν)− Aν(x+ aµ)
− Aν(x+ aµ − aν) + Aν(x− aµ) + Aν(x− aµ − aν)] (6.87)
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The momentum space Lagrangian corresponding to the effective action segment
shown in Eq. 6.87 is then:









where bµ(k) = (1 + e
ikµa) and sµ(k) = sin (kµa). The vertex factor for the tree level








where k is the 4-momentum of the incoming photon with index ρ and q is the 4-




In this work, alternatives to dimensional regularization for Chiral Perturbation the-
ory (ChPT) were considered. In Chapter 2, long distance regularization (LDR) was
presented and the convergence of the chiral series, in the presence of the decuplet
of lightest spin 3
2
particles, was discussed for four observables. It was found that,
for baryon masses, the use of LDR maintains the impressive χ2/d.o.f already present
in the previous order while still allowing for substantially smaller loop contributions
making the convergence of the chiral series more obvious. For axial couplings, a simi-
lar success is achieved for LDR since χ2/d.o.f. ∼ 1 and in contrast, it was shown that
dimensional regularization produces a significantly poorer fit. In addition to which
the convergence of the chiral series is once again improved. The third observable
considered was the S-Wave hyperon decays. For this observable, in the case of LDR,
the χ2/d.o.f. values are close to being acceptable, and the fit becomes perfectly fine
when the O(p3) counterterms, omitted in this work, are added in. In the dimensional
regularization case, however, addition of the decuplet loops severely worsens the fit
and the missing counterterms must be assigned huge values if the fit is to be repaired.
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This is interpreted as a break down of convergence for dimensional regularization
and therefore the use of LDR yet again improves matters. For the fourth and final
observable to be considered, magnetic moments were chosen. In this case, though, all
the χ2/d.o.f. values were noticeably larger than unity, a fact that suggests that higher
orders of HBChPT are required. The important point for this observable, however,
was that the use of LDR maintained the moderate χ2/d.o.f. that was obtained from
the tree-level fit, whereas the huge loop effects in dimensional regularization ruined
the fit entirely.
It was then argued that the use of cutoff schemes like LDR motivated the intro-
duction of a more rigorous method with which to introduce a momentum cutoff. This
is the lattice formulation of ChPT and in Chapter 3 the meson sector of ChPT was
formulated on a hypercubic space time lattice. This formulation began at the level
of the Lagrangian and so it is shown preserves the exact local gauge symmetry of the
theory. Investigation of the lattice formulation showed that, when proper measure
effects are taken into consideration, the lattice regularized meson sector exhibits the
correct chiral behavior in the limit of vanishing quark masses. This is to say that in
the limit mq → 0 the meson masses vanish, which is a strong signal of the presence of
chiral symmetry. It was also shown that the lattice theory reproduces the behavior
of the continuum theory in the limit of vanishing lattice spacing.
The use of the lattice formulation continued in Chapter 4 where it was applied to
HBChPT. Here too, after formulating the theory on the lattice, masses were consid-
ered. It was shown first of all that when the baryon masses were calculated on the
lattice, the result could be reduced to the well-known continuum results when the
limit of vanishing lattice spacing was considered. Using the results for the baryon
masses and the Feynman-Hellman theorem, the pion-nucleon sigma term at zero mo-
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mentum transfer was also considered on the lattice. Here too it was shown that the
lattice result could be reduced to its continuum equivalent when the limit of vanish-
ing lattice spacing was taken. Finally, the baryon masses and the pion-nucleon sigma
term were used in combination to investigate discretization, or O(a) effects on the
lattice. Figure 4.2 showed the value of each parameter appearing in the masses plus
sigma terms as a function of the lattice cutoff. As was expected, the renormalized
parameters are essentially independent of lattice spacing for pi/a >∼ Λχ; the values of
these constants in this region are near the dimensional regularized values, which are
ultimately attained as a → 0. Significant lattice spacing dependences are seen to
occur only for pi/a <∼ 500 MeV.
In Chapter 5, the decuplet of spin 3
2
states was added to the lattice formulation.
Two classes of observables were then considered, the sigma terms and the magnetic
moments. In addition, the preservation of local gauge symmetry was probed by
considering the non-renormalization of the vector current in the lattice regularized
theory. Here it was possible to show explicitly that, as required, the lattice did not
induce renormalization of the vector current. The behavior of the sigma terms and
the magnetic moments were also investigated as a function of lattice spacing. It was
found that in some cases discretization effects could be comparable to chiral correction
effects even for large values of the momentum cutoff. It is therefore necessary to take
care when considering such observables on the lattice.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the anomalous sector of ChPT was discussed. Here the
derivation of an effective action for the anomaly in the presence of Wilson fermions was
first considered. It was, however, found that such an effective action could not be given
in closed analytic form on the lattice. Therefore, in order to estimate discretization
effects, the known WZW effective action was discretized following the prescription
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used in previous Chapters. The decay pi → γγ was then considered on the lattice
using this action.
It is now possible to see that the use of alternative regularization schemes, most
notably lattice regularization, was investigated in this work in great detail. There is,
however, a lot left to be done. One would like to point out that the approach used
here to regularize ChPT on the lattice does not give a unique Lagrangian. Nor is it
possible to make a true one-to-one correspondence between the theory on the lattice
and a particular class of lattice fermions though this has been done in the continuum
formulation by [22] [23]. These are problems that should be considered in future
works. Also the current work was done on formally infinite lattice volumes. It would
be interesting to see how finite volume effects can be treated using this approach. It
is with some pride that the author notes that work to this effect is in preparation for
publication as of the time of this writing and can be found in [51]. In conclusion, it
can be said that the use of alternative forms of regularization for ChPT, especially
lattice regularization, is a well-defined theoretical approach that has a wide range of
applicability with a lot yet to be learnt.
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